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Electric Wire with Ground
12 gauge, 2 wire with ground.
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Quiet, efNcient action. White
china keeps it easy to dean
bright looks for years. fr/011001.
Reg. $37.95.
Old
Due to differences in demand, not every Item
is carried at every store. No dealer sales, quan-
tity rights reserved. Not responsible for typo-
graphical errors.
d way IA) aciu .
media for the splendid cooperation they
give to Murray State."
Dr. Constantine W. Curris, university
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and -
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's















Complete jobs only, no sales
to dealers. Regular 33* a
foot in 10-ft. lengths. Gal-
vanized. _
PADUCAH MADISON VILLE
1117 N. Eight St. 110 Sugg Street
Phone 444-9671 Phone 821-9660
Weekdays 7 30 5 00 Weekdays 7 30 5
Saturday 8 00-4-00 Saturday 8 00 4 0
Supplement to SUN-DEMOCRAT, MURRAY LEDGER t TIMES,
Tues. Nov. 16; METROPOLIS PLANET, MAYFIELD MESSEN-
GER, CARLISLE COUNTY NEWS, LIVINGSTON LEDGER, WICK-
LIFFE, ADVANCE-YEOMAN, HICKMAN COUNTY GAZETTE,
Thurs. Nov. 18; TRIBUNE COURIER, Fri. Nov. 19.
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. 1AP ) — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
00 the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, whe arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a "respectful, cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Seri.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of ei/ht House and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, fl-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.; and .Rep.. Brock Adams, D-
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
a I I
Murray's dog leash law . will be
strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
-Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be Strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,"
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law,
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a joint
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
"If-the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will -be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two separate
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool toniged, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper 50s
Friday cloudy and mild.
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dogs had been reported in recent days.
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
Five Sections — 36 Pages
Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON ( AP ) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent In September. -
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 -per cent fromItie same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
.future,---somewhat counterbalancing
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
Wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individualsafter deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation.
The Commerce Department said pay
-raises for eivtlianfederal employes and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle,. and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
"is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
directly, and a ripple effect could affect
air arklitiontil 18,f100 persons. Some -
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional,
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray,State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six (6) years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Ciairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an-affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance - abuse
ezwices to the Purchase counties. The
tither representatives from Calloway
wity are, Mrs. Jean Hurt. Mrs. C. C
and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOToRCY( II DONATED—A 1977 Honda 3(1t( Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated bv Overby Honda and
American Honda, will he auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at six p. m. at the Murray4 alloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the hikes. The motortscle is valued at 5399. From left
are Bill Rouse. of Du c ks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Oserbv. of Overby Honda, formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
StaH Photo by David Hai
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Popular design is simple, distinguished. Quality constructed to
last for years! Reg. $46.95, 2-ft. 8-in. wide. #821063.
•999
Popular barred window design. 3-ft. wide. #821093.
'Fanlight' Paneled Door
REGULAR $79.95 7499
4-pane upper glass area in stylish tan-ahape. 3-ft. wide. #621092.







Attractive brass finish and handsome styling,
with dependable deadbolt feature for safety
0409514 .• MI NATIONAL LOCK
SAVE $6.00 * BICENTENNIAL BUY *











'Complete with frame ond casing As-
sembled on hinges and bored for
lockset. #907029,30
Limit 10 per Customer, No Dealer Sales
WEST TAB 13-40
yr. Lonstantme W. uurns, university
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and • Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. (AP) - Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with la get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
•' what the admiaistratIon should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday.night in.
Plains, said a "respectful, cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly. on Tuesday
that the president-elect ;would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains anti that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter .goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, fl-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, fl-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore. ; and Rep. Brock Adams, 1)-
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
3
murray s aog teasn taw w be
strictly enforced in the future, ,Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently bc
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
"Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,''
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a joint
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
-If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimettby that time.
Hamilton said that two separate
incidents of children being bitten •
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper 50s
Friday cloudy and mild.
TODAY'S INDEX
Eire Sections Today
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Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON (API - Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
'future, somewhat counterbalancing
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
Octobers:s conlitmer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal 'income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation.
The Commerce Department said pay
- raises for civilian fecieral-eniployes and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-lever federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS' and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
inczease" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in We White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
directly, and a ripple effect could affect
an additional 18,600 persons. -Sortie
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





- Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six (6 I years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. C. C
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
is
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sville, Paris (Tenn. ) Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.: Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;
(See Nichols', Page 12)
To Be
ed Here
dogs had been reported in recent days:
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
.".raof
MOTORCYCI DONATED-A 1477 Honda ;Orr Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will he auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet lobe held tonight. The banquet will he held
at su p. m. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks .
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at S399. from left
are Bill Rouse. of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Oserby, of Overby Honda, formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
•
Staff Photo hv David Hill
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'F Beautiful and Durable
REGULAR '1.99
'Rough and tumble carpet, ideal for patio, poolside,
den, kitchen, playroom anywhere! Takes o berating
and comes back strong and colorful! •
'Valencia' 100% Nylon




This lovely print carpet is beautifu'.
enough for any room,. ond durabre
enough to take punishment. In your
choice of three colors! Reg:14.99 sq.yd.
PRICES GOOOTHROUGH DEC. 31
Multi-Color Nylon Shag
or Level-Loop Carpets
Both feature popular multi-color stripes
in carpet weave that complement your
furniture, walls. Regular $4.99 sq.yd.
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Expires 11-23-76
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POTATOES  16 "
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Vinyl Asbestos Floor Tile
REGULAR 220
12x12-inch tiles are
easy to lay. 2 patterns
to choose tom, 085205,.
Zip-Stick Floor Tiles
REGULAR 31$







FIX UP NOW FOR
THE HOLIDAYS
Lightweight foam panels are easy to lay into
suspended ceiling grid system. Add insula-
tion and acoustical value toot #220006.
WEST TAB 13-40
or. constantme W. Uirris, university
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
EA.
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John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Excellent values in economical floor
covering ... the tough vinyl surfoas-
takes a lot of punishment! Seouti•
ful colors and patterns to choose from.
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. AP ) — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal w,ith to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement, in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a "respectful, cooperative
relationship" was' needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesd4
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Sectetary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford Would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, 0-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees. "
Also -there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, D-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
0-Ore.: and Rep. Brock Adams, 0-
Wash. These men come from political--
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
iovernber 1/ 19/b
four p. m. Drs. Donald Hughes ano
he Calloway County Health Center
ho charge tor the test. From len are
Gregor s lashbrook and
Sian P,hott)b Da‘,1c1 Hill
ker
aturday
, svilie: Paris Tenn.) Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;
(See Nichols, Page 12)
ccw To Be
ved Here
rslursay a uug teasii saw voi.. be
strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently b!,
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
7 "Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,''
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a join
statement with the Humane Society of '
Calloway County.
"If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden,;' the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two separaie
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper 50s
Friday cloudy and mild.
TODAY'S INDEX
Five Sections Today
Local Scene 2 3
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dogs had been reported in recent days.
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was Uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
15' Per Copy Five Sections — 36 Pages
Personal Income
Up In October.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year. ,
The growth means Americans will
have more moneylo spendArt_the near
future, somewhat counterbalancing
some of the government's recent
negati.ve economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation. -
The Commerce Department said pay
raicPs foy.civilian federal eniployes-and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches_ of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
direct ly szipple-effecicould affect
an additional 18,000 persons. Some
.current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mentei Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department „of Professional
Studies. He had served six (6) years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western' Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
- - -K4111 111.11111m0.—
MOTORCYCLE DONATED—A 1977 Honda ;Occ Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at six p, m. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donatelhe bikes. The motorcycle is valued at 5399. From left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Overby, of Overby Honda, formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
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Simple to install easy to keep clean For both
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Easy to install with everyday tools. Shatterproof
plastic tub enclosure Is safer than standard
glass.Operates smoothly on aluminum track.
#733012, hurry!
WEST TAB 13-40
txr. t_Anisuintine w t.nrris, university
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
'the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
4, Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
wolit„
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reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. Ile served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. t AP; — Democratic
congressional. leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the' tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said .a —respectful, cnoperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he wooki support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
Also there were Such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. ftubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sec Edmund
S. Muskie, D-Maine; ,Flen. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.: and Rep. Brock Adams, I)-
Wash. These men come from political
, backgrounds tar removed frotn Car-
ter's few years of experience as a








wain ay s uog Leasn iaw stLA be
strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city-dog warden said
this morning.
"Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray.
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,"
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law,
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and Laken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a join;
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
"If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not clairned by that time.
Hamilton said that two separ.
incidents of children being bitten :
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature changs‘
Thursday, high in the mid to upper-50s
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four p. m. Drs. Donald Hughes ano
he Callowas Counts Health Center
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Gregor‘ Gloria lashbrook and
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Fiker
taturday
svilly; Paris (Tenn. I Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;
(See Nichols, Page 121
aw To Be
ted Here
dogs had been reported in recent (la} s.
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it ‘,.:&• uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden
Five Sections — 36 Pages
Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push' up the growth of
personal income inthe United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of 810.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
future,. -somewhat “iuntarbalancing
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
Sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation. .
The Commerce Department said pay
raises for civilian federal emplo_yes and
military personnel accounted° for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits , contributed another WO
million.
, Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
dirbctly, and a ripple effect could affect
an-- additional, 18,000- persons: Some-
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September' the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six (61 years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 members anal
provides mental health, mental'
retardation, and substance abuse
services to thePurchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs, Jean Hurt, Mrs. ('. C
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOTORCVETE DONATED—A 1977 Honda 10« Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby 144,wida and
American Honda, will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at six p. mat the Murray-Calloway County countrs Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for lock dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcscle is salued at S399. From left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, arid Reda and Bob Oserbs. of Overby Honda. formerly Thomlis Honda. of
Murray.
Stitt Photo by David Hill
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president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of pests, Special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
r•rr,
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. AP ) — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
•
the House, and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a "respectful, cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday' with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addiessing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in WilItana-
sburg, Va., said he would Rapport
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged to answer fully
his. questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,.
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
- - Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, D-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore. ; and Rep. Brock Adams, D-
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years Of experience as a°
Georgia state senator and governor.
r to four p. M. Drs. Donald Hughes ano
rm the Callm4a% Count', Health Center
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SVille ; Paris (Tenn. Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;




strictly enforced in the future, Billy
" flamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
-Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray.
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately," •
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a joint
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
"If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two separate
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
























dogs had been reported in recent days.
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
15' Pei Copy Five Sections — 36 Pages
Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
future. , scitiae wild_ counterbalancing
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sale S have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its Second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes,
It does not take into account ether tax
payments or inflation.
The Commerce Department said pay
raises for civilian federatemployes and
, military, personnel accOunted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good'Friday
service is held at one Of the downtown
churches, but the ThanksgIvirig service
is rotated among the clitirChes of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
. of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level fedeial per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
directly, and a ripple effect could affect
an additianal 11,000. persuns..,,*ne.
current annual pay scales for- the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million'
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six )6) years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists- of 35 members and
provides— mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOTORCYCLE DONATED—A 1977 Honda 10« Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will he auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at six p. m. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at 5399. From -left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, and Recia and Bob th.erby, of Overby Honda formerly Thomas Honda, Of
R'Murray.
Stati Photo by David Hill
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BUTTER 18 oz. Smooth 874
DREAM WHIP...3 oz. 454
Stove Top-6 oz.
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General purpose boards for
all your home projects and
repair-remodeling needs.
WEST TAB 13-40
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. ( AP - Democratic
' congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a "respectful, cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Qains and that Carter
and • President .'ord would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, 1)-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House, and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, 1)-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.; and Rep. Brock Adams, D.
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
v four p. m. Drs. Donald Hughes ano
the Calloway County. Health t enter
, no charge tor the test, from lett are
tia Gregory Gloria tak,hbrook. and
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pker
kdurday
sville; Paris ( Tenn. Post-
Intelligencer; The Cadiz Record;
- Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyyille; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;
(See Nichols, Page 12)
Law To Be
11 irced Here
strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
"Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,"
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a join;
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
-If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will beheld
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two separaie
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper-50,
Friday cloudy and mild.
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dogs had been reported in recent days
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
s.,
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Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON (API - Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
future, somewhat .rniinterbalanling
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes._
It does not take into account other tax
payments-or inflation.
The Commerce Departrnentoaid pay,
raiseSlor civilian federai,eitaplcryes and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each ,year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated 'among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
directly, and a ripple effect could affect'
.ana4ditonallL0O0peráons. Some.
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six (61 years on
the Board prior to this term. He has ,
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation,
Board ccinsists of 35 members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties_ The
other representatives from Calloway'
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
in
YSOL.44,
MOTORcYCH DONATEDL-A 1977 Honda 50« Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at six p. m. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at 5399. From left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Overby, of Overby Honda. formerly Thomas Honda, of
Mur(ay.
Staff Photo hv David Hill
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Manufacturer's List Price $31.35!
Single light, 12-inch diameter. Satin Brass finish.
Adds a touch of Americana! #1239BR.
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Polished brass with crys-



























Easy to Install and Enjoy!
Special $ 189
Low, Low
Price . . .
flQamckxe !Devizes'
FAONG or,FPVCE syslt
Complete with Fireplace and
Starter Chimney Section!
A real wood-burning fireplace doesn't hove to be ex-
pensi.v• ... not %Am if comes from Westl A great
weekend project the whole family con take port in and
(inlay for years to come. Installation is ftrible
you con put it almost anywhere, Reg. $231.10.
#474013.
WT TAP vi.in
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. ( AP ) — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a -respectful, cooperative
relationship' was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
- House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be.the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. .Muskie, D-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.; and Rep. Brock Adams, D-
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
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sville; Paris ( Tenn. ) Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield -
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell County
- Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;




strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
"Because of several recent incidents
ThóMng dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,''
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law,
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a joint;
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
"If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two separate
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the lo* to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper 50
Friday cloudy and mild.
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dogs had ,been reported in recent days
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it v.* a:, uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added.
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That ..contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
centiriSeptember.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for .October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
future, somewhat counterbalancing,
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased-by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose lour-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation.
Re Commerce Department said pay
raise<.for eivilianiederal employes and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planhed by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affectedv
directly, and a ripple effect could affect
an additional 18;000 persons. Some
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said -
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six (6 ) years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hart, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOTORCYCLE DONATED—A 1977 Honda 'WE( Mini-Trail motorcycle. donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet will be held
at sit p. m. al the Murray-Calloway County Country ( lutr American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at S399. From left
are Bill Rouse,. of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Overby, of Overby Honda formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
Staff Photo hv David Hill
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5 lb.694 I--Saran- 50 ft-:
18 oz. Smooth 874







INFLATION TAKES A HOLIDAY...
...PRICED RIGHT/
SAVE UP TO 50% ON HEATING





Bring your home up to recommended insulation levels now and
enioy year-round savings on your cooling/heating bills!
ALUMINUM INSULATING
DOORS AND WINDOWS











Pre-hung for fast, easy insta Mahon Removable panels for - easy
cleaning. Weatherstripping keeps out cold drafts, allows air con-





Quality constructed and easy to install! Eliminates drafts, saves on
utility costs. Other sizes available, slightly higher. (Not stocked at
every store




Light or Dark Brown Powdered
SUGAR 1ib.2/65
JUICE 46 oi. 574




Luna 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-23-76
1,‘",r- ---..-Nrateragsgrfdr,




Limit 1 Coupon Per Person
Expires 11-23-76
WICOT Y* ii
POTATOES  16 oz.  39'
Rainbow Sweet Gherkin
PICKLES 12 oz.
Del Monte Cut Green
69'
BEANS  16 oz. 2/49'
Del Monte Pumpkin
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SAVE 24% TO 32%!
Ornamental Iron Sale
764-Ft. Rail SectionREGULAR $5.99
PEG. $7.59 6-ft. Railing $5.76
Ecksy to install ornamental iron adds a beautiful finishing touch to your home s
exterior West's low, low prices make the job even easier ' e1530T5R
SAVE UP TO 30%!
Fiberglass Roof Panel
Choose White, Clear or Green
26-inch by 72-inch Panel
REGULAR $3.99
277
Reg. $4 99 8-ft Panel $3 77 Peg $759 12-ft Panel $5 77
Transiluscei_rt panels let light through but keep heat out Easy to
install, 100s of uses' r7s7o85R
b'1.1
ROOF COATING SALE:r4)





Liquid metallic aluminum coating formu
lated especially for use on mobile home
roofs, but can also be used on any
other type roof surface Repels the ele-
ments and prolongs roof -life
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's





Stops leaks in tile, metal and compos,
tion roofs. Used for lopping joints wher
putting down a new roof Repairs ledii
in flashing, gutters -and downspout-,
Seals crocks and fissures
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, Ga. API — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his '
legislative program enacted are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter" F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a -respectful, cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday when Carter goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North _Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting at the farm Of Sen).
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield,
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, 1)-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.;, and Rep. Brock Adams, 13-
Wash. These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
l
oeter's few years, f experience. as a
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sville ; Paris ( Tenn. I Post-
Intelligencer ; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn.; Caldwell' County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;




strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning:
-Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray,
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,"
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a join[
statement with the Hurnane Society of
Calloway County.
"If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will lx
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
for seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
Hamilton said that two sepance
incidents of children being bitten t)
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, hi.
in the low to Mid 50s. Partly cloudy
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Parto
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper ;50,
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dogs had been reported in recent da s.
One of the dogs had been vaccinated
against rabies but it was uncertain if
the other dog was protected. he added
In addition to serving as city dog
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
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Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON (API — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
annual rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
cent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
fitture, somewhat- coutiterbdtancing^
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
wages, salaries, Social Security
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation.
The CoMmerce Department said pay
ratie's:16r civilian federal employes and
*military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million.
Middle and lower-level . federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service, sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decisions
in the White House will be whether to
raise salaries for the new Congress,
fediral judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 pelsons would be affected
directly, and a ripple effect could affect
an: additiOnal 11,000 persons. SOme
current annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600 for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
Cabinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of ,decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a
$3.8 billion annual rate contrasted to $5




Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western 'Kentucky Regional
Mental .-z/Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway County.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six- (6) years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate, of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 Members .and
provides mental hehlth, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. 17. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOTORCYCIF DONATED—A 1977 Honda 50t( Mini-Trail motorcycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, will be auctioned at the Ducks Unlimited Banquet t/i be held tonight The banquet will be held
at six p, rn. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. American Honda cooperates nationally with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at S399. from left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Overby, of Overby Honda formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
Staff Photo hv David Hill
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DIABETES CUNICS—The Murray-Calloway County and Surrounding Area
affiliate chapter of the American Diabetic Association began its diabetes
detection clinics here today. Today's clinic is at the Murray State University
Student Center, on North 16th Street, and is scheduled from nine a. m. to
four p. m. On Friday, clinics will be held at Roses Dept: Store and Big K
Dept. Store from nine a. m. to four p. m. On Sunday, the clinics will again be
held at Roses and Big K from two to four p. m. Drs. Donald Hughes ano
Judith Hood and professionals from the Callowas County Health Center
will assist with the program. There is no charge tor the test. From left are
Beth Cagle, Debbie Paschall, Martia Gregor‘ Gloria lashbrook. and
Theresa McGowan.
Stet Photo to D.o,td Riff
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Nichols To Be Guest Speaker.
At University Press Day Saturday
John Nichols, press secretary to Gov.
Julian M. Carroll, will be the guest
speaker for the seventh annual News
Media Appreciation Day at Murray
State University on Saturday, Nov. 20.
His topic will be "Profile of a Press
Secretary" as he addresses about 120
representatives of 20 newspapers, 17
_radio stations, and one television
station from West Kentucky and nearby
areas of Tennessee, Illinois, and
Missouri.
Planned by the Office of Information
and Public Services, the event was
described by M. C. Gariott, director, as
"a way to say thank you to the news
media for the splendid cooperation they
give to Murray State."
Dr. Constantine W. Curtis, university
president, will welcome the group to the
campus. The program will also include
introduction of guests, special awards,
a buffet luncheon, and attendance at
the football game between Murray
State and Western Kentucky.
Garrott and Dwain McIntosh,
assistant director of information and
public services, will share the role of
master of ceremonies.
Nichols, formerly a newsman for the
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer and
WAVE Radio and Television in
Louisville, has served as the governor's
press secretary since November, 1974.
A graduate of Kentucky Wesleyan
College in Owensboro, Nichols worked
eight years for the newspaper there as
John Nichols
reporter, sports editor, and evening
editor before joining WAVE in 1965. His
work as a broadcast newsman took him
to the Far East, including assignments
in Tokyo, Hong Kong, Pnom Penh, and
several months in Vietnam. He served
Congressional Leaders
To Meet with Carter
PLAINS, , Ga. ) AP ) — Democratic
congressional leaders whom Jimmy
Carter must deal with to get his
legislative program enacted. are to
meet with the president-elect to discuss
the best ways for Carter to work with
the House and Senate.
The meeting today is part of Carter's-v
stepped-up involvement in the tran-
sition from the Ford administration to
his own. The session was to focus on the
nation's domestic problems, including
unemployment and the economy, and
"what the administration should be
doing for the next four years," a Carter
aide said.
Vice President-elect Walter F.
Mondale, who arrived Tuesday night in
Plains, said a • 'respeetful. cooperative
relationship" was needed between
Carter and Congress.
Carter's press office and the White
House announced jointly on Tuesday
that the president-elect would meet
Saturday with Secretary of State Henry
A. Kissinger in Plains and that Carter
and President Ford would meet
Monday or Tuesday -when Cartel' goes
to Washington.
Kissinger, addressing delegates
attending the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization Assembly in William-
sburg, Va., said he would support '
American foreign policy under the new
president and pledged "to answer fully
his questions and to cooperate to the
fullest extent to bring about a smooth
transition."
Those meeting 'at the farm of Sen.
Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., in Lovejoy,
south of Atlanta, included Rep. Thomas
P. O'Neill, D-Mass., expected to be the
next House Speaker; Senate
Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield, -
who is retiring; and the current or
future chairmen of eight House and
Senate committees.
Also there were such influential
Washington legislators as Sen. Hubert
H. Humphrey, D-Minn.; Sen. Edmund
S. Muskie, D-Maine; Rep. Al Ullman,
D-Ore.; and Rep. Brock Adams, D-
Wash., These men come from political
backgrounds far removed from Car-
ter's few years of experience as a
Georgia state senator and governor.
as the Frankfurt bureau chief for
WAVE from 1972 to 1974.
Nichols will speak to representatives
of the following news media:
• Newspapers — Tribune-Courier in
Benton; Times-Argus in Central City;
Sturgis News; The Murray Ledger and
Times; The Messenger in Madison-
ville; Kentucky New Era in Hopkin-
sville; Paris (Tenn. ) Post-
Intelligencer; The Cadiz Record;
Leader-News in Greenville; Herald
Ledger in Eddyville; Mayfield
Messenger; Montgomery County News
in Clarksville, Tenn Caldwell County
Times in Princeton; Hickman Courier;
(See Nichols, Page 121
Dog Leash Law To Be
Strictly Enforced Here
Murray's dog leash law will be
strictly enforced in the future, Billy
Hamilton, who was hired recently by
the city council as city dog warden said
this morning.
"Because of several recent incidents
involving dogs running loose in Murray.
the city leash law will be strictly en-
forced beginning immediately,''
Hamilton said.
Dogs in violation of the leash law.
which requires that dogs either be in a
fenced-in area or on -a leash, will be
picked up and taken to the local pound
and citations will be issued to their
owners, Hamilton said in a join'
statement with the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
-If the dog cannot be caught by the
warden," the statement said, "it will be
shot."
Dogs taken to the pound will be held
`or seven days and will be destroyed if
not claimed by that time.
)Hamilton said that two separate
incidents of children being bitten by
Sunny and Mild
Generally sunny and mild today, high
in the low to mid 50s. Partly cloudy and
cool tonight, low in the mid 30s. Partly
sunny with little temperature change
Thursday, high in the mid to upper 50,
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le), Big John's Section 4 l'agt •
jCI IGA Section 4 Pao •
Kroger Sectitin  8 I'ac,
th.clogs had been reported in recent dav s.
One of the dogs had been vaccinaied
against rabies but it i,kras uncertain if
the other dog was protected, he added
In addition to servin4 as f Ly (111g
warden, Hamilton also serves as
Calloway County dog warden.
15 Per Copy Five Sections — 36 Pages
Personal Income
Up In October
WASHINGTON i AP) — Increases in
the pay and benefits for federal em-
ployes helped push up the growth of
personal income in the United States at
a faster pace in October, the govern-
ment said today.
The Commerce Department said
personal income grew at an annual rate
of $10.2 billion, or 9.2 per cent, to
$1,401.9 billion. That contrasted to an
ariptial rate of $6.2 billion, or 5.5 per
rent in September.
On a per capita basis, the department
said personal _ income for October
climbed to an annual rate of $6,502, up
7.8 per cent from the same month last
year.
The growth means Americans will
have more money to spend in the near
_future, _ somewhat counterbalancing_
some of the government's recent
negative economic statistics.
Those statistics showed that retail
sales have remained virtually stable ,
for four months, unemployment in-
creased by one-tenth of a per cent in
October, and industrial production
marked its second consecutive month
of decline.
October's consumer price index, or
inflation rate, hasn't been reported yet.
But consumer prices rose four-tenths of
a per cent in September.
Personal income consists of all
stages, salaries, , Social Security.
payments, dividends and other income
received by individuals after deduction
of Social Security taxes.
It does not take into account other tax
payments or inflation. -
The Commerce Department said pay
raises-for civilian federal employes and
military personnel accounted for $2
billion of the October increase, and a
cost-of-living adjustment in veterans'
benefits contributed another $500
million. '
Middle and lower-level federal
Community Service
To Be Held Nov. 25
At St. Leo's Church
The Community Thanksgiving
Service,— sponsored by the Murray
Ministerial Association, will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church at 10 a. m. on
Thanksgiving Day, November 25.
This annual service is one of two
planned by the local association of
ministers each year. The Good Friday
service is held at one of the downtown
churches, but the Thanksgiving service
is rotated among the churches of
Murray.
The public is cordially invited to
attend and participate in this program
of gratitude for our many blessings, an
association spokesman said.
employes have gotten periodic cost-of-
living raises. Their salaries presently
start at $5,800 -in grade GS1 and go to
$39,400 in the top step of grade GS15.
Earlier this month, Robert E.
Hampton, chairman of the Civil Service
Commission, urged a "very sizable pay
increase" for top-level federal per-
sonnel. He said pay for top government
executives has gone up only 5 per cent.„ -
since 1969.
One of President Ford's last decistens
in the White House will be weer to
raise salaries for the new. ngress,
federal judges, Cabinet members and
appointees to be named by President-
elect Jimmy Carter.
Some 2,400 persons would be affected
directly, and,aripple effect could affect
41 1/1000.. . persons. „_Sothe
current- annual pay scales for the top
salaried employes include $63,000 for
Supreme Court justices; $44,600, for
member of Congress and $63,000 for
''Cahinet members.
The Commerce Department said
farm income declined during October
for the fourth month in a row, but at the
slowest pace in four months.
Farm income slipped $700 million
because of decreases in farm prices,
but that was still $2 billion better than
the $2.7 billion drop in September, the
department said.
It said private wages and salaries
increased more slowly in October, at a





Dr. Ben Humphreys has been elected
by the Western Kentucky Regional,
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board to serve a three year term as a
representative from Calloway ('ounty.
Dr. Humphreys is a professor at
Murray State University and Chairman
of the Department of Professional
Studies. He had served six t61 years on
the Board prior to this term. He has
also served as Chairman of the Board
and on the personnel committee. Dr.
Humphreys is Chairman of the Murray-
Calloway County Mental Health-Mental
Retardation Board, an affiliate of the
Regional Board. He is also a member of
Rotary International.
The Western Kentucky Regional
Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board consists of 35 Members and
provides mental health, mental
retardation, and substance abuse
services to the Purchase counties. The
other representatives from Calloway
County are: Mrs. Jean Hurt, Mrs. C. C.
Lowry, and Mr. Max Hurt.
MOTORCYCI DONATED—A 1977 Honda -,Occ Mini-Trail motor( ycle, donated by Overby Honda and
American Honda, wifl be auctioned at the Ducks Untrained Banquet to be held tonight. The banquet wifl be, held
at six p. ri. at the Murray-Calloway County Country ( tub. American•Honda cooperates nAtionally, with Ducks
Unlimited, making it possible for local dealers to donate the bikes. The motorcycle is valued at 5399. From -left
are Bill Rouse, of Ducks Unlimited, and Reda and Bob Oxerby, of Overby Honda, formerly Thomas Honda, of
Murray.
Staff Photo by flaysd Hal
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Newcomb-Cantrell Wedding Vows
io He Read .At Church Saturday
Miss Robin Lee Newcomb,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Newcomb of
Puryear, Tenn., has an-
nounced the final plans for her
wedding to Mark William
Cantrell, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Glen A. Clintrell of Paris,
Tenn.
The ceremony will take
place on Saturday: November
20, at four p. m. at the First
Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.,
with Rev. Carroll Owen of-
ficiating.
Mrs. George Webb will be
the organist and George Webb
will be soloist.
Miss Wanda Kemp will be
the maid of honor and only
attendant for the bride-elect.
Bob Simmons of Knoxville,
Tenn., will be the best man.
Ushers will be Robert
Newcomb, Jr., Jim Besada of
Bloomfield, Mo., and Rex
Paschall.
A reception will follow the
ceremony in the church
fellowship hall.
Friends and relatives are




Dickie Seavers of Murray
)tas been dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
THUR and FRI
5:30 to 8:30 pm NOV. 18-19
BRING THE KIDDIES TO TALK TO SA.VTA
and RECEIVE THEIR FREE FAVOR,
/1%
GiikA SeutA a-.at_ taw,.
ou will receive 50
sq. ft. of GIFT WRAP
with every purchase
of 820 or morel






First of three free diabetes
detection clinics is scheduled
from nine a.m. to four p.m. at
the Student Center at Murray
State University. Everyone is
encouraged to visit the clinic
for a free test.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
A group of handicapped •
children, sponsored by the
Council for Exceptional
Children, will perform in
Room 240, Special Education
Building, MSU, at 6:30 p.m.
Public is invited.
Ducks Unlimited local
chapter will have its annual
banquet at the Murray
Country Club at six p.m.
Thursday, November 18
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of he Eastern Star will
meet at the Lodge Hall at 7:30
p. m.
Murray Business and
_Profeccional _ .Wiamen.'s _ _Club
will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.
Potluck luncheon will be
held by the Murray Senior
Citizens at the Ellis Com-
munity Center. Call 753-9725
by 9:30 a.m. for tran-
sportation.
Murray Women of the
Moose will Meet at seven p.m.
for executive session and at
eight p.m. for business
session.
First Baptist Church BYW
will meet at the home of Cathy
Denton at seven p.m.
Home Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have an
informal breakfast, open
meeting at 9:30 a.m, at the
club house.
Zeta Department, Murray,
Woman's Club, will have a
breakfast at the Holiday Inn at
6:45 a.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
7:30 p. m. at the Community
Room, 7th & Main.
Southern Harmony Singing
Group will present a program
at the Calloway County Public
Library from seven to eight
p.m.
East Calloway PTC will
meet at the school at seven p.
M.
Max Miller, - veterans
counselor, will be at the
American Legion Hall, Sixth
and Maple Streets, from nine
a. m. to three p. m. to assist












Methodist Church Women will
meet at the church at seven p.
m.
"Winnie-the-Pook, will be
presented at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m. for the Children's
Theatre at Murray State.
Wranglers Riding Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Court House at seven p.m.
LaLeche League will meet




grades seven and eight, First
Baptist Church, will be at ten
a. m.
Baptist Student Union will
host a Thanksgiving Dinner
for International Students at
six p. m. at the HSU Center.
Senior Citizens will be
honored at a luncheon at Elm




will be at Roses and Big K
Department Stores.No charge
for these tests.
Prayer breakfast will be
held at Calloway County
Public Library at 8:30 a. m
with Helen Hodges as special
speaker.
Western Regional White
House Conference on the
Handicapped will open at 8:30
p. m. in the Special Education
Building, MSU. For in-
formation call Billie Downing
at 762-6963.
Alpha Phi Alpha dance.
open to all students, will be in
Beshear gymn from eight p




tion, will continue with per-
formances at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m.
Shopping Day for Senior
Citizens will be at 9:30 a. m.
and 12:30p. m.
Christmas bazaar by Xi
Alpha Delta Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi will be at Com-
munity Room, Federal




The Paducah Woman's Club
will sponsor a Harvest
Festival Tour of Homes on
Friday, November 19, from
2:00 to 5:00 p.m.
Four homes will be opened
as follows: Mr. and Mrs. Joe
O'Donley, 310 Alben Barkley
Drive; Dr. and Mrs. Hillary
Hunt, 4325 Sunset Avenue; Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Hopkins, 3555
Savoy Circle; and Gayle Kirk,
-2108 Jefferson.
Tea will be served at the
club house, 1406 Jefferson
Street, Paducah. Tickets
ivflih are $1.00 each may be
purchased at any of the above
places. The tour is open to the
public.
Auction Planned By
Chapter M Of PEO
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood will have its annual
silent auction on Monday,
November 22, at 7:30 p.m. at
the home of Mrs. John
Quertermous with Mrs. H. L.
Oakley as cohostess.
Members are asked to note
the change of the meeting
from Saturday noon to






Circle of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church Women held
its meeting on Tuesday,
November 2, at the home of
Gail Turner with nine
members and one visitor
present.
Denecia Levity; presented
program on the "The
Upcoming Election." Becky
Nance and Gail Turner were
In charge of the prayer
calendar.
Marketia Cain, president,
presided. A Commentary to be
given to the church library
was shown. The circle voted to
give the remaining money in
the fund to the church library.
For the November mission
project the group voted to help
with the BSU dinner. The
proceeds from this event will
go for summer missions.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Turner.
The next meeting will be
held on Tuesdiff, Noirember




Mrs. George Lray en-
tertained the members of the
Dorothy Group of the First.,
Baptist Church Women with a





presented the program on
"Appreciation Of Music" at
the ten a.m. morning program
session.
A review of the book, "It
Hurts So Bad Lord" by
Andrew Lester was given by
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger.
Also present for the meeting
and luncheon were Mrs. G. M.
Knight, Mrs. Castle Parker,
Mrs. G. C. Wilson, Mrs.








Pfc.:L.1.n Servx et 5. Dnul.i4.,a, b, t.
S. 
from Columbia Pictures
A P-B Vista Feature
Ends Tonitel 7:15 9:401 <








He's got to face
a gunfight
once more
to live up to his legend
once more
TO WIN













Great sounding 8-track tape
player. Plays anywhere. Oper-
ates on batteries Or AC. Bee-










"Lay-Away early, for Christmas"
Only A Small Down Payment Will Hold






Just plug it into your 8-track player and get
beautiful FM stereo sound. All solid state, works
without batteries. Illuminated dial and precision






• Built-In Condenser Microphone
• Automatic Level Control (ALC)
• Automatic End-of-Tape Shut-Off
• Automatic Battery Charging
Circuitry
• Complete with AC Adapter














# ST 850 SOLID STATE
AC/DC MULTI BAND RADIO
AM/FM. PB-2;AIR/WB/SW
Radio,. 16 transistors,
11 diodes, full circuit •
Squelch control • Slide
tone & volume controls
• Push button band
selector • 3" dynamic
speaker • Telescoping
antenna • AC line cord




• Size: 10" X 7" x 31/2"
The wise old owl says, why gamble on service
when you can buy your car and home stereo
with guaranteed service .
Central Shopping Center
iitUrallintrinarriVITITT/TZITIMITIMITTIVITTMVITItttilTZVVIZZ/VITTIVTIVTZZ1Z7TISirraltInat
for your AM Radio
Smallest ever made. Full range tuning
scale and control. AM/FM function selec-
tor illuminated dial and solid state cir-
cuitry. Installs under dash in seconds with












models to choose from
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Leather r e er s ru upper,
Downtown
Murray, Ky. Mastercharge
Initiation & Installation Of _New Officers
And Members Held By DEC-I Chapter
The Murray Area
Vocational Educational
Center DECA Chapter had its
initiation and installation of
new officers and members for
the 1976-1977 school year in the
D.E. I class room of, the
Murray Vocational Center on
Thursday, October 21.
The candlelight ceremony
was opened by Richela
Towery, 1976-1977 Murray
DECA president.
The new DECA officers
were given the pledge of
membership and installed as






Choate, historian; and Cheryl
Sexton, parliamentarian.
The installing team for the
new officers was composed of
Marc Hays, Donna Tabers,





ElementarY -School- 'Beta Club
met on Monday, October 25, at
the school.




Rena ta Collins, reporter;
Lanessa Jones, treasurer;
Danny Lamb and Keith Ford,
recreational leaders.
Mrs. Roy Cothran will be the
Beta Club sponsor for the
seventh and eighth grades. To
stay in the Beta Club each
member must have a 90
average each six weeks.
Games were played
following the report of
membership requirements..
Debbie McClure, Tonle
McCallon, Diana Slifer, and
Chuck Higginbothan.
Following the officers in-
suglattnn, the installing tearn
led by Richela Towery gave
an interpretation of the DECA
Creed. •
The new DECA members
initiated by the DECA officers
are as follows:
Donna Adams, Tim Alton,
Ruth Anderson, Rita Barrow,
Regina Bean, Shelia Blakely,
Cindy Brandon, Jayne
Buchanon, Jennie Burkeen,
Diane Cain, Connie Calhoun,
Teresa Carroway, Cheryl
Carson\Diane Choate, Teresa




















Moody, Shelia Moore, Cindy
Outland, Ann Parker, Patricia
Phillips, Danny Rogers, Janet
Rowland, Cindy Rudolph, 1,attoway Meet • -
r, •
'Jerry; -Runyon, Cheiii Sexton,
Dan Watson, president,
presided at the meeting of the
calloway County Higil School
'Chapter of the Clean Teens
held on Thursday, October.
Mrs. Carol Sloan announced
that the chapter had a balance
of 61,500. Money for the candy
or the candy should be turned
in immediately. Seven merits
per box were received for
selling candy.
A skating party at Lynn
Grove was planned.
'Mrs. Mary Ann DavisRudolph, urged all members
to set a goal and try to achieve presented an informative
that goal. program on "Channelization
After the ceremony, Of 'Nearby Creeks."-
Refreshments ,were served.members and their, guests
Janice Shelton, Joni Shelton,
Diana Sliger, Leva Snyder,
Bobbie Smith,
Cynthia Smith, Janet Smith,
Rusty Spiller, Melissa Thorn,
Richela Towery, Kathy Trees,
Laura Tremblay, Teresa
Vance, Anna Walker, Shiela
Walker, Rebecca Walls, Rick
West, Jerrilyn White, Lois
Wilkins, Carol Winchester,
and Sonia Wooten.
The guest speaker, Marc
Hays, introduced by Cindy
were Invited to attend an open





Alex Clayton of Murray, an
applied music major at David
Lipscomb College, will
present his junior piano
recital on Sunday afternoon,
November 21.
Scheduled for 3:00 p. m, in
the Recital Hall of the David
Lipscomb College Music
Building, the program will
include works of Bach,
Debussy, Mozart, Chopin,
Tcheropnin, and a corn-
position of his own. -
Clayton is the son of Dr. and
Mrs., James D. Clayton, 1304
Olive Boulevard, Murray. He
A a member of the David
Lipscomb College band and
vice-president uf the Kappa
Alpha Chapter of Phi Mu









Miss Nancy C. Kursave,
1620 College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Cathy M. Evans, Rt. 2,
Springville, Tn., Charles H.
Coleman, New Concord, Mrs.
Joann Higgins, 302 N. 7th.,
Murray, William R. :Evans,
Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs. Nellie
Lyons, Rt. 1, Box 75-B, Henry,
Mrs. Erma Wilson, 235
Riveria Cts., Murray, Mrs.
Rachel 0. Wilson, Box 133,
Hazel, Mrs. Raylene B. Gagel,
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs. Glenna
K. Wadkins, 913 Story,
Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth W.
Shepard, 1309 Poplar, Murray,
James H. Herndon, 810 Broad,
Murray, Mrs. Margaret E.
Tharp, 2205 Coldwater Rd.,
Murray, Mrs. Ada M. Colson,
Rt. 2, Benton, Mrs. Audrey L.
Moore, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Novie Hale, 1635 Riley,
Murray, Mrs. Maureen S.
Taylor, Box 152. Hazel, Mrs.
Viola Falwell, Rt. 3, Box 154,
Murfay, Pat Falwell, Rt. 3,
Box 154, Murray, Mrs. Mavis
F. Wolfe, Ftt. 5, Cadiz, Miss




Mr. and Mrs. Earl Downey,
Route Two, Troy, Tenn., are
the parents of a baby Girl,
Rachel Ann, weighing seven
pounds seven ounces, born on
Tuesday,Octaber 19, at 7:57
a.m. at the Obion County
tccneral Hospital. Union City,
Tehn.
Thther is employed at
the G ;ear Tire and Rubber
CompanyUnion City, Tenn.
They have one son, William,
age seven.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Buford Downey and Mr.
and Mrs. Bert Williams, all of
Murray. Mrs. Abi Downey of
Hazel is a great grandmother.
4.•Wasin ay..) t Cf:Lr4,4.€040
The country with the greatest
Finland with a total length of
about 31,000 miles!
length of inland waterways is





A Letter to Santa Claus









7he-Ste" adderBel-Air Shopping ( enter —
Firs. 10 til h Sion.-Sat. 10 0'8 Fri
1st Year Anniversary Sale *wen' tory
Sale Starts Thursday, 10:00 A.M.
Infants, Toddlers

























y Coat of your choice







Broken Sizes, Odds & Ends
V Slacks v Sweaters









Poly Flinder, Ruth of Carolina
8. Mr. K.
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The Murray Ledger
Opinions expremed in this column are those of the writer aid do not
necessarily reflect the editorial views of The Murray Ledger & Times
Readers who would like to express their opinion on the issues discussed in this
column are encouraged to respond with a Lettet To The Editor.
Schools Are Yours
In recognition of American
Education Week, Patricia Melvin, a
;enior at Callovt:ay County High School
and a member of the Student,Act ion for
c F:ducation Club, wrote the following'
$ essay:
1
 The week of November 14-20 is
:thierican Education Week. This is a
'seek set aside to promote the public's
awareness of education. The theme
.:elected this year is The Schools Are
Yours, Help Take Care Of Them. This
-atemen4 is very true. The schools are
yours and it is your responsibility to see
hat they are maintained properly.
Taxes are the major source of funds
for the schools. Irj, order for the schools
:o supply the materials and equipment
necessary to a good education, they
thus: have enough money. It is up to you
io see that they ,get this money. By
voting in favor of school tax proposals,
you can help provide money necessary
to the progress of the schools. Even if
3 ou al'en't a student ,or parent, it should,
be important to you that your schools
yield productive young minds that will
benefit your community.
Another way in which you may
contribute to the school financially is by
supporting the various clubs in their
10 Years Ago
Murray and Calloway County people
were treated to a shower of meteors in
the heavens this morning between five
and six o'clock. The ''shooting stars"
were seen by many persons.
Deaths reported include David H.
Martin, Sr., of Paris, Term., and Mrs.
E. O. Stewart of Gracey.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer was the
featured speaker at- the Daddy-Date
Night held by the Murray High School
Chapter of the Future Homemakers of
America on November 15 at the Holiday
Inn.
Joseph Price will be the speaker at
the Memorial Baptist Church on
Sunday in the absence of the pastor,
Rev :T. A. Thacker.
11 
Boy Scout Troop 77 made a weekend
trip to Mammoth Cave National Park.
.University School won its first
basketball game of the season over
Puryear, Tenn., by the score of 42 to 41.
20 Years Ago
Fifteen 4-H Clubs have been
organized in Murray and Calloway
County, according to John Vaughn who
is in charge of the 4-H Club work here.
A volunteer fire department has been
organized at Hazel. Cy Miller is the fire
chief and Calvin Key and Bill Forres
are assistant chiefs.
The College Presbyterian Church will
observe its 25th anniversary with
special services on Sunday k according
to _Rev. Orval Austin, pastor. The
church was organized in 1931 with J. C.
Barr as the first minister and J. L.
Beadles, T. C. Rogers, and Mrs. B. F.
Scherffius as the first elders.
Deaths reported include Elisha
ThOmpson of Detroit, Mich., on
Novembr 2.
Births reported include a boy, David
Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Edwin
Brandon on November 9.
Bible Thought
If a stranger sojourn with thee in your
land, ye shall not vex him. Leviticus
19:33.
Friendship is a marvelous thing. God
asks us to welcome the stranger that
he, too, may know the Lord. '
fund raising projects. Many of these
clubs and teams sponsor selling
projects in order to raise money to
enable themselves to reach some
special goal that is very important to
t hem.
Though monetary support is very
necessary, yoU must not feel that your
obligation ends with this. Your moral
support is important too. This can be
shown by your presence at any activity
in which your particular school is
participating. Your obvious interest in
,he school and its activities will give the
students the self-confidence to continue
,oward their goals.
There are many ways that everyone
can support his school. You must
realize 4hai the schools do belong to you
and that you must care for them as you
wokild any other valuable possession.
& Times
R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s-fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: I went- to visit my sister
and stayed longer than I had originally
planned. In doing so, I missed a doc-
tor's appointment that I had forgotten,
about. He billed me anyhow, just as
:hough I had gone. Can he do this? H.W.
Answer: Yes, he can, and this is a
very common practice among doctors.
L doesn't seem fair that people should
have to pay for services they did not




A by Sen. Richard Weisenberger
WE1SENBERGER
Despite the good intentions of Gov.
Carroll, it is doubtful that two major
flaws in the Judicial Article approved
by voters in 1975 can be corrected in the
special session of the Kentucky General
Assembly tentatively set for Nov. 29.
Gov. Carroll has taken the position
that Kentucky's new state-operated
judicial system should not take from
the cities and counties revenue for-
merly received from the old court
system-The governor also has pledged
to work toward securing a district
judge for each of Kentucky's 120
counties.
As pointed out in last week's column,
ihe projected total cost for operating
the new court system is about $50
, million annually and it will generate,.
revenue from fines and forfeitures of
about $25 million, resulting in a'yearly
.Today In Histoty.
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 17, the
322nd day of 1976. There are 44 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1869, the Suez Canal
was opened, linking the Mediterranean
Sea and Red Sea.
Today's birthdays: Actor Rock
Hudson is 51. Tom Seaver of the New
York Mets baseball club is 32.
Thought for today: "When a stupid
man is doing something he is ashamed
of, he always declares that it is his
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deficit of $25 million to be paid out of the
state's general fund.
On top of this drain on the state
budget, it is unrealistic, to imagine that
the cities and counties can be reim-
bursed for: their loss of revenue from
:he old system. It's just plain pie in the
sky to expect the state to pick up the tab
for $25 million, reimburse the cities and
counties, and still operate without a tax
increase. And Gov. Carroll has no in-
tention of breaking his solemn pledge
not to raise taxes during his ad-
ministration.
Equally unrealistic is the idea of a
separate district judge for every
county. The argurnenl in favor of this is
to the effect that you-should be judged
by a resident of your own home county.
This is a throwback to the historical
concept of the county judu who, under
the new system, will be *tied to ad-
ministrative duties. All judicial fun-
ctions will be taken over by the district
judge. I see no reason why each county
should have a district judge. TheArison
for a county judge in each county is
largely due to fiscal duties involving
road-building and count) jobs. '
A good argument against the one-
judge, one-county concept is found in
he First Judicial District comprised of
Ballard, Carlisle, Hickman and Fulton'
counties. At present two district judges
are proposed , for the four-county
•district. In my estimation it would be a
poor investment to create a full-time
job fur an attorney in all four counties
when two can easily do the job.
Those taking the opposite view argue
that it doesn't really matter if the
judges are busy, pointing to municipal
fire departments as an example. You
don't expect firemen to be busy all the
time,' but you want them ready when
needed. I don't think this analogy is fair
in that there is a vast difference bet-
ween a judicial emergency and a fire
emergency.
Remember, the measure approved
by the public REQUIRES that every
district judge be a full-time judge with
a degree in law. To lure competent
attorneys from private practice, the
salary will be between $25,000 and
$30,000. With this kind of cost you can
readily see that we cannot afford a
district judge in every county
Let's Stay Well
• Safety has received greater
• emphasis in industry than in our
homes
Since half of our fatal acci-
dents occur in our homes and
yards, more attention is needed
to prevent damage done by acci-
dents and illnesses that are rel-
ated to our home life
Our respiratory tracts are
often expased to irritants or con-
taminants that could be substan-
tially reduced by our wearing a
• 'mask
Cleaning the attic or basement/
or sweeping the floors may cloud
the air with particles that are
Swept into our respiratory tracts.
Spraying paints and insecticides
and working with fiber glass are
additional examples of tasks that
are regidarly associated with the
suspension of matertaLs in the
air, allowing them to be inhaled
as we breathe
i Farmer r and other outside
4' latxwers4re frequently exposed
g to air contamination. in their
work as they spray crops. paint
. barns and equipment and har-
Safety In The Home
By F.J Blastngame, MD
vest hay and grams
Do-it-yourself work, such as
cleaning a wall or an automobile
body, scatters paint, metal, and
dust in the surrounding air
When inhaled, these foreign
substances irritate the lining of
the respiratory tract, setting up
tan inflammation. Allergies may
be started or made worse
Much of this contaminating
material can be filtered from
our respired 'air triYiair Wearing
a cheap, comfortable, disposable
respirator that can be-purchased
either from a hardware store or
a pharmacy,
In addition, we need to protect
our skin overexposure to
sunlight can be prevented by
wearing appropriate clothing, a
hat and gloves. seams Chat
filter or bl•x-k the sun's rays are
also helpful We often become in-
tent on our projects that we
torvet the damage tharcorne'S--
from 4-<ceviive ultraviolet light
ban) suits. even if warm. may
stilt-id ag,iirxt irntating cheme
cats These suits are patticularls
useful to farmers and outdoors-
men who are exposed to poten-
tial irritants. At the same time,
the skin may be precoated with
creams that can be washed off
later with soap and water after .
the job is done.
It is enential to wear glovm
as well as glasses to protect the
eyes, in welding or-handling hot
objects Rubber gloves avoid
direct exposure in handling acid
or caustic materials.
Occasionally, ear plugs make
sense to prevent materials from
entering the ear canals. Surn
plugs or ear shields protect
against damage to hearing
fromchronic exposure to noise.
Fire,, electricl shocks, falls.
poisonings and injuries from
toolg nt equipment require acci-
dent prevention.
Make safety a habit a home
Such practices have an educa-
tional value that extends to all
aspects of our lives.
Q Airs. M.L. wants advice
about treating the bad Meath
that her husband- has het
troubled with. especialb in
cent months
A. Seek out the cause and tn
it rather than use a mouth ‘ka.sf,
or breath freshener which in,e,
bring only temporary relit N tnir
husband should see a dentist 41( 1
have his teeth and titims
checked. Bad breath 1 halitosis
most often originates in the
mouth If the dental checkup is
negative and does not rerno\ e
the cause, your husband should
see a physician. Low acid in its -
stomach and some lung condi
nom need to be rukd out
Q Mrs D.D. would like to
know whether she can obtain in-
formation on daycare centers
A TbiS information can be ob-
tained by writing to the Emplo\
ment Standards Adminaratlilli
C.S. Department of Labor
Washington. D.C. Also, a book on
the subject by Vicki Brenham
"The Day Care Book.- Is
published by Altrxxi Knopf. 301
East 50Ih Rreet, NeW York. "s: N'
Editorials and opinionated articles on this page are presented fur
the purpose of providing e forum for the free exchanwe of differing
opinions Letters to the editor in response is editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
The editors of this newspaper strungls believe that to limit
opinionated to unit those which parraltel the editorial
philosuphs of this newspaper would he A dissersice to our readers
therefore we urge readers who do not agree with an editorial stand or
the Ideas presented t.A an individual writer in a COlUaln. to respond
with their feelings Inv perti, uldr being 111,ii u.sset1
you miss an appointment and do not
notify the doctor, the doctor has wasted
an allotment of time that could have
gone to another patient. You should
make it a point to know your doctor's
policies. Not only if he charges for
missed appointments, but also the
following:
1. What are his office hours?
2. Which evenings and weekends is he
on call?
3. How can he be reached in an
emergency?
4. Does he see children, make house
calls, or charge for telephone con-
sultations?
5. What is the cost of an initial visit, a
routine physical, a follow-up visit,
minor surgical procedures, and lab
work such as chest X-ray, EKG,
urinalysis, bloosl count, and throat
culture,,
6. Is pre-payment a condition before
patient is seen?
7. Does he participate in Medicare
and medicate - 
_
8. How large is his practice?
9. Is more than one patient scheduled
every 15 minutes?
10. If the doctor is occupied with-an
emergency, does the waiting room just
fill up or are the patients given new
appointments?
11. Is there enough clerical help to
assist in filling out insurance forms?
Heartline: I have emphysema and
find it unbearable to go out to
restaurants and other public places
because of the swarms of smokers, do
• you have any information on
organizations that are fighting against
public smoking? V.L.
Answer: Yes, we do. Send a long, self-
addressed stamped envelope to
Heartline Stop Public Smoking, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio 45381
for this free information.
OPINION PAGE]




Murray Ledger & Times Editor
Congratulations to Gingles Wallis on
being designated a "Distinguished
Kentuckian in Pharmacy" by the
University of Kentucky College of
Pharmacy. Gingles is as deserving a
fellow for this honor as anyone we
know.
0+0
For those of you who missed the free
diabetes testing clinic given at the MSU
Student Health Center today, you'll
have two morOchances this week to
take advantage of the free service
offered by the recently formed local
affiliate chapter of the American
Diabetes Association.
The tests will be given Friday, Nov.
19 from 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. at both Roses
Dept. Store and Big K and will be
repeated at the same locations on
Sunday, Nov. 21 between 2 p. m. and 4 p.
m.
Since diabetes now ranks as the third
leading cause of death-IfheTrS. we
think it will be wise for everyone to take
advantage of this free testing service.
0+0
The Lexington tobacco market news
office will begin issuing reports Nov. 22
pertaining to tobacco prices, quantity
sold, quality of offerings and other
related marketing data.
Kentucky residents may call toll-
free, , 1-800-432-9532 to receive the
recorded information which will be
updated at least twice daily.
0+0
Then there was the story about the
weary shopper, laden with packages,
who rewisned to her car lust in time to
see it pull away from the curb and dash
off at high speed. Dropping her bundles,
she fumbled in her purse, found the stub
of a pencil and scribbled on the outside
(of the package.
The she hurried assay to find a
policeman and report that a thief had
stolen her car. "But," she added
proudly, "I've got his license number
right here!"
0+0
Sombody has a freaky idea of what
technological progress is all about, if
the latest promotion we've heard about
involving a supersonic transport comes
off.
Encore Marketing Co. of New York is
selling tickets to a three-in-one-night
New Year's celebration. Whoop it up
first in Paris. Toast the New Year again
aboard an Air France supersonic
Concorde over the Atlantic. And have a
final fling - at the third tolling of
midnight - in the Freneli Embassy in
Washington,
All for only 44,850 per person. Limit:
100 persons.
If it weren't for the hard-sell Encore
is using to promote Ifis frippery, led
think it was a dumb dream. Can this be
why the world's finest minds designed a
superplane?
0+0
A West Kentucky youth, Richard
Askew, of Fredonia, is featured in the
Nov. 15 issue of People magazine. A
freshman in agriculture at MSU,
Richard, 18, is co-owner of a 286-acre
farm near Fredonia, Ky., and is
breeding what he hopes will become
one of the best beef herds in the
country.
Last spring Richard, who operates
the farm with his brother Stephen, paid
611,000 for "Cajun," a 1,450-pound
purebred Gelbvieh bull who lie says is
"potentially one of the three best sires
of the breed in the U. S. A photo of
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Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "(141
A new work assignment may
seem difficult to carry out, but a
comprehensive discussion with
close associates will produce
useful ideas, guidance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Bonuses indicated from past
efforts. These should give you
new incentive, perhaps a wholly




(May 72 to June 21) 11411-
A good period for branching
out into new fields, if your




(June 22 to July 23)
Stars presently warn against
driving yourself too hard, with
resultant strain and anxiety.
Eliminate nonessentials from
your program in order to pace
yourself at an easier gait.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) atg
Keep emotions under stern
control. You could make an
impulsive — and unwise —




(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Flexibility MUST be day's
keynote. An unpredictable
period in which you'll HAVIii.ta
shelve some of your pet plans
and projects.
LIBRA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) AEI
Day offers new incentive for
forging ahead. You'll have at
least one opportunity to cash in
through the influence of an old
business contact.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) ni,eV
A good day for business and
financial matters. A mid-
morning meeting could produce
some especially useful in-
formation.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ^
Note Libra. Your outlook
similar. Someone of influence
would pull some strings for you




Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Even though your day may be
crowded, don't overlook details
through haste. Seemingly minor
factors could be most important
to the overall picture of a
successful day.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Everyday matters will
probably run their usual course,
but evening brings a surprise
invitation from some highly
amusing companions.
PISCES .
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(C
, Others often accuse you of
being overly emotional, of
"thinking with your heart," but
your "feelings" about a certain
situation will be right on target.
YOU BORN TODAY are
' endowed with an extremely
outgoing personality and great
enthusiasm for life; are
resourceful, courageous; quick-
witted and unusually capable in
emergencies. Your gift of
leadership is so strong that you
rebel inwardly — sometimes
outwardly, too — when cir-
cumstances force you to take
orders. An excellent organizer,
you could succeed as head of
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Cable TV Workshop To
Be Held In Frankfort
FRANKFORT, Ky. —!"The
city Of Frankfort is unique as.
an illustration of cable
_television's potential for in-
forming citizens about their
government. Consequently,
the Kentucky Arts Com-
mission s KAC I.is sponsoring a
Cable Television Workshop
there" said Jon Dunn, director
of KAC's Public Media
Program.
Frankfort is unusual
because one of its cable
television systems carries
programs on local govern-
ment. The other cable system,
which serves a different part
of Frankfort, doesn't
broadcast such programs.
Therefore it is possible to
compare viewers who have
access to the program to those
who don't. .
Thole who watch. the
cablecast of the city council
meetings seem to be better




however, are only dhe facet of
the community process which
has been made possible by an
active cable station. The
station also offers programs
such as tOf. recent six-part
"Community Growth" serks-
which deals with government,
land use, media, healill ser-
vices, leisure time and.
education. The programs
which are cablecast every two
weeks were oriented to in-
volve citizens in their corn-
munityla- growth and gover-
nment. The series is funded by
a grant from the Kentucky
Humanities Council.
Since - the program's





of the audience reportedly
become so involved that, after
watching at home, they came
down to the program area
i,self to join the discussion.
Another feature Of cable-
originated programs is the
ability to extend program-
ming beyond the alloted time
span when interest and par-
ticipation are high. The last
"Community Growth"
program, for example, was
extended a half-hour because





will be discussed at the Cable
Television Workshop, Nov. 15-
16 at the Old Capitol, Frank-
fort. Jon Dunn said reser-
vations are not necessary and
the free workshops are open to
.the ,public. More information
may be obtained by writing
him at the Kentucky Arts




FRANKFORT, Ky. — Gov.
Julian Carroll has announced
approval of a federal grant
which will provide personnel
isnd fiscal • management
• assistance and training to
local governments in the
Commonwealth.
The grant of ;172,065 is from
the U. S. Civil Service Com-
mission and Kentucky is
adding $203,110 in slate funds
to that amount.
It will provide continuation
of Department for Local




Act I IPA) administration and
training for local officials.
Department for Local
Government staffers are




The staff provides on-site
advice and technical
assistance in personnel ad-
ministration and manage-
ment.
Trainiig programs that will
be made available to local
governments include:
—A small cities training











—A training .package on
budgeting, accounting,
reporting and other areas of
fiscal management for
municipal officials;
- —A budgeting and' ac-
counting training package for
county fee officials;
—A course on developing
and implementing grievance
procedures;
—Training of local gover-
nment in maintenance and
operation of a personnel
classification and com-
pensation job.
The grant also includes
funds for continuation of a
municipal personnel
ma,nagement information
system at the University of
Kentucky.
New programs funded
under the grant provide
training and education for
public accounts auditors and
affirmative aciion plan
training for local govern-
ments.
David Caldwell, director of
the Atlanta region of the U. S.
Civil Service Commission,
notified the governor of the
-grant approval.
ALCOHOLISM
NEW YORK I AP) — Univer-
sity of North Carolina labora-
tory researchers say they have
accumulated evidence "linking
alcoholism — and the likelihood
of becoming an alcoholic — to
a hereditary, biological factor."
The studies show subjects
with higher levels of a natural-
ly occurring blood enzyme —
DBH — get a greater "lift"
from alcohol, and. therefore
drink more than persons with
lower levels of the enzyme. The
DBH level in each individual is
relatively stable and is related
to the person's genetic back-
ground, say the researchers.
Make short work of your gift list'
With lustrous chrome writing
instruments by Cross Beau-
tiful and useful mechani-
cally guaranteed for a
lifetime
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Mrs. Norman D. i Betty) Hale, secretary of the First_
Christian Church was surprised on her birthday with a love
gift from members of the congregation this past Sunday mor-
ning at the close of the worship hour. Lyle Underwood, chair-
man of the administrative board and the congregation, made
the presentation calling attention to her service to the church
above and beyond the duties of her office for the past eight
years spanning the ministry of three pastors.
Said Underwood, "with love and affection Betty we sing to
you 'Happy Birthday," and as the congregation stood Betty
and Norman, her husband,-who is a deacon and a leader in
the church for many years. came fotward to be greeted by
the congregation.
Earlier Mrs. Margaret Porter, Chancel Choir Director,
had sung Mrs. Hale's favorite solo, "The Holy City" and Un-
derwood had read a special poem written by Mrs. Ruth
Perkins, Youth Director, just for the occasion. The poem
goes:
'Tis time for us to stand and shout
"Hold fast, and bar the door!"
For though we love short service well,
,We bye our Betty more.
She doesn't want our thanks, it seems —
She says we'll talk forever.
But words can never really say
How much we need and love her.
Yet now and then words must be said —
It's your Christian obligation
To listen, Betty, while we explain
How you merited this occasion.
Betty's office is the center
Round which our church can function:
We come to her to ask advice
And help at every junction.
Wherever there is-painor need
Betty's always there—
And somehow, once she's on the scene
The burden's less to bear.
She smiles, she works, she cheers us on,
She has a gift of laughter;
She makes us fellthe warmth of love
While she's there, and even after.
She spices all she says and does
With cleverness and wit:
She makes her faith a joyful thing
And asks us all to share it.
We'd better quit — she's getting tired —
We don't want that, and yet we
Know one thing for certain sure:
God milled when He made Betty! . *Ruth Perkin.s
November 14,1976
The pastor, Dr. David C. Roos, summed up the festive
event, by saying, "This has been a great day for First
Christian Church in Murray to have paused for just a few
moments to recognize one of its own really fine members,
Mrs. Betty Hale, for her outstanding service to the church."
Mrs. Hale is the former Betty Overby, daughter of the late
Mr. and Mrs. L. M. Overby Jr., both active in the leadership
of the First Christian Church for many years. Mr. Hale is em-
ployed with the State of Kentucky, the Department of
Weights and Measures. Mr. and Mrs. Hale have three sons:
Norman Hale Jr. of Owensboro, Kent Overby Hale of Mem-
phis, and John Mark Hale of Cabool, Missouri, and four gran,
dchildren ; Norman Dyer Hale III, KerrV'Scott Hale, Cassan-
dra Kay Hale, and Brian Warren Hale.
"1:Deop. Abtt
By Abigail Van Buren
(His) Self-control
Is'On His Mind
DEAR ABBY:. The letter about the woman whei kicked
her 24-year-old brother-in-law out of the house because
she didn't want to leave him alone in the house with the
13-year-old sitter prompts this letter.
When our children were small many years ago, my
husbaad and I had sitters occasionally,-and no matter what
time we came home my husband made ME drive the sitter
home while he stayed with the kids. He always said. "NO
young trunk with hot pants will ever have the chance to say
that I made a pass at her!"
Abby, maybe I was dumb, but the thought that one of
our sitters would unjustly accuse my husband of such j.
thing never.even entered my mind. Nevertheless, he re
fused to drive a sitter home. But the fact that I, his wife,
was driving alone after midnight didn't seem to bother-him,
How do you figure it'.' •
STILL ANGRY
DEAR STILL: I can't say what was in the minds of
those sitters, but it's obvious what was on your husband's
mind.
I/EAR ABBY: I see in your column that readers are sub-
mitting names for couples who are shacking up together.




DEAR JACK: "Friends" is still my choke, unless the
Quakers object to being confused with those who are
feeling their oats.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter. Nell, who lives 200 miles
from here, was divorced last year. She has a 4 year old son,
Terry, whom I love very much. Nell used tOall me on tl*
phone and tell rnefrrot ask me) to meet Terry at the bus all
keep him for the weekend. Naturally I always did.
Last week when Nell called .to tell rne to meet Terry at
the bus. I told her I couldn't do it a's I had- made plans to ge
away for the weekend myself. I could-tell she was irritated:
Well. yesterday she sent me a telegram telling me to
meet Terry at the bus again' I tried phoning her to inforth
her that I was going away again. but I couldn't reach het.
Now I'm stuck.
How can I get out of- being a weekend sitter for my
grandchild when it's not convenient? With her sending
telegrams and not answering her phone, I'm over a barrel.
BOILING IN LA JOLLA
DEAR ROILING: Tell your daughter that she is NOT to
send any more telegrams instructing you to meet her child
at the bus. And furthermore, she-Xhauld phase you avid
give you a fighting chance, or she'll lose her tree sitting
service permanently.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a perisol.
reply, write to ABBY. Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
*




NEW YORK ( AP) — How
anportant are the remaining
game': in the college football
season?
"Well," says UCLA's Terry
Donahue, -my wife served me
Mylanta for breakfast and I
think I'll have Gelusil for
dinner."
Let us ring in a couple of
guest selectors and hear how
they pick CR., UCLA-Southern
Cal Pac-8 Rose Bowl
showdown.
Washington's Don James:
"A tossup. I think if they
played 10 times it would come
out 5-5. They're that close."
Oregon State's Craig
Fertig: "The team that wins
will be decided by the quar-
terback who gets the hot hand.
1 think USC is bigger and
stronger on defense but UCLA
is faster. I think they are even
on offense."
So for the Rose
Bowl. Southern Cal 28-21.
Last week's score was 50
right — including Kentucky's
upset of Florida -- and 19
wrong foi a ./ percen age.
On the season, it is 481-196-11
— .710.
Michigan at Ohio State: "I
always feel good going to Ohio
State; we have never played
badly against them," says
Michigan's Bo Schem-
bechler...Michigan 20-10.
Houston at Texas Tech: A
funny thing happened to last
year's Southwest Conference
tri-champs. First Texas A&M
foundered, then Texas, then
Arkansas. And now unbeaten
Texas Tech.. Houston 31-24.
Iowa State at Oklahoma
State: What are these two
losers doing battling for a
possible Orange Bowl berth?
Playing good football, that's
what. If Iowa State wins, they
.have got to hope Nebraska
beats Oklahoma. The only
way Oklahoma State can go —
possibly — is for Kansas State
to upset Colorado — unlikely
— while Nebraska and
Oklahoma battle to a tie. Got
it? We got.. .Oklahoma State
34-24.
Colorado at Kansas State:
Colorado is ranked 15th with a
Southern Cal Favored  ) Writers Pick Mayfield
To Edge Past Bruins  POINTS As Top Team In Area
Murray High To Play
In Tilghman Jamboree
7-3 record, including virtarips
over Oklahoma, Oklahoma
State and Iowa State. Kansas
State has dropped nine in a
row after beating Brigham
Young in its opener. This has
been such a crazy conference,
let's try the Upset Special of
the Week.. .Kansas State 24-20.
Miami, Fla. at Notre Dame:
Miami's patsy schedule has
sent the Hurricanes against
the likes of Colorado,
Nebraska, Pitt and Penn
State, with "only" Notre
Dame, Florida and Houston
left... Notre Dame 28-14.
Kansas at Missouri:
Missouri has beaten four of
the top 15 teams in this week's
ratings, but the Tigers are no
better than sixth in the Big
Eight.. Missouri 27-17.
Colgate at Rutgers: The
Scarlet Knights match their
basketball team and complete
a perfect regular
season...Rutgers 35-6.
Kentucky at Tennessee: If
Tennessee should somehow
manage a bowl bid, it would
automatically extend Bill
Battle's contract by a year,
and, wouldn't that come as a
blow to his unwarranted
critics? Tennessee 24-14.
Texas at Baylor: How the
mighty have fallen ... Baylor
28-21.
Wyoming at Air Force: Now
that the Cowpokes have
clinched a berth in the Fiesta
Bowl, why not a letdown?
Record Shares
NEW YORK ( API — The
Cincinnati Reds will receive
individual record shares of
$26,366.68 for winning the 1976
World Series, the Baseball
Commissioner's office
announced today.
The Reds, who swept the
New York Yankees in, four
games last month, will get full
shares worth $1,700 higher
than the previous record of
$24,617.57, awarded to the 1973
Oakland A's.
The Yankees' losing shares
of $19,935.48 per player also
was a record. They eclipsed
by more than $4,000 the
$15,703.97 awarded members
of the 1974 Los Anigeles
Dodgers.
Second Upset Special .. Air
Force 24-21.
East — Holy Cross 24,
Connecticut 14; Boston
College 38, Massachusetts 6;
Temple 23, Villanova 16;
Syracuse 17, West Virginia 13.
South — Maryland 49,
Virginia 0; The Citadel 30,
Davidson 7; South Carolina 29,
Clemson 19; Florida 45, Rice
35; Florida State 26, Virginia
Tech 19; Furman 31, Wofford
14; Louisiana State /1, Tulane
7; Louisville 34, Boston
University 17; Southern
Illinois 27, Marshall 20;
McNeese State 23, South-
western Louisiana 20;
Mississippi State ' 24,
Mississippi 12; North Carolina
28, Duke 21; Louisiana Tech
30, Northeast -,Louisiana 21;
Northwestern Louisiana 21,
Southeastern Louisiana 14;
William & Mary 17, Richmond
14; Memphis State 26,
Southern Mississippi 16;
Bowling Green 28,
Chattanooga 17; VMI 20,
Indiana State 14.
Midwest — Cincinnati 23,
Vanderbilt- 21; Illinois State
-21, Eastern Illinois 14; Illinois
28, Northwestern 20; Kent
State 22, Toledo 18; Miami, 0.
31, Dayton 21; Michigan State
33, Iowa 20; Ohio U. 24,
Northern Illinois 10; Purdue
18, Indiana 14; Tulsa 42,
Wichita State 14; Central
Michigan 21, Western
Michigan 18; Minnesota 28,
Wisconsin 24.
Southwest — Texas A&M 42,
Texas Christian 10; Texas-
Arlington 27, Lamar 17; North
Texas State 30, Drake 27;
Arkansas 27, Southern
Methodist 13,
Far West — Arizona State
28, Colorado State 20;
California 30, .Stanford 28;
Hawaii 20, Texas-El Paso 17;
Idaho 31, Noithern Arizona 21;
Long Beach State 22, San
Diego State 20; Arizona 33,
New Mexico 26; New Mexico
State 23, West Texas State 17;
Fullerton State 30, Northridge
State 17; Oregon 24, Oregon
State 20; _ Fresno State 34,
Santa Clara 20; Brigham
Young 44, Utah 30; Utah State
20, Pacific 9; Washington
State 29, Washington 21.
The three top-ranked teams in the First Region poll of
coaches will all be playing in the Paducah Tilghman Jam-
boree Saturday night.
Each game will consist of one, 12-minute period and there
will be a 12-minute break between games.
In the first contest, defending Regional champion Tilgh-
man will go against Fulton County. Then in the second game,
Murray High will tangle with Reidland. In the third contest,
Mayfield will play Lone Oak while Trigg County and Heath
play in the finale.
Admission will be two dollars for adults and $1.25 for
students.
In the first poll of coaches, Mayfield was rated as the team
to beat while Tilghman was picked second and Murray High
third.
Hall Of Famer Lemon
New White Sox Manager
By JOE MOOSHIL
AP Sports Writer
CHICAGO !AP) — Bob
Lemon, a Hall of Fame pit-
cher who did a "creditable"
job in his only stint as a major
league manager, is the nem
manager of the Chicago White
Sox.
The announcement was
made Tuesday by Bill Veeck
at h news conference held in
Illinois Masonic Medical




A "Beat Western" banquet
will be held at 6:30 p.m.
Thursday at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord in
Murray.
The banquet is an annual
affair held before each
Murray State-Western
Kentucky football clash.
All Big M Club members,
wives and families are invited
to attend the banquet which
Will honor the MSU gridders.
Murray State will close
season play Saturday with the
1:30 p.m. clash, with Western
in Stewart Stadium.
Thanks
Thanks for your contributions to the Murray






Broadbent Country Hams Products
Buckingham Ray
Burger Queen
Calloway County Soil Conservation Assn.
Carlos Black Painting
D & W Auto Parts
Devanti's Steak House
East Y Market
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M & M Sporting Goods
Mack & Mack
'Martin Amoco
Murray Calloway Country Club
Murray Datsun
Murray Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray State University
Murray True-Value & Hardware






Peoples Bank of Murray
Peoples Bank of Paducah
Perkins Pancakes & Steak House
Racer Oil Station
Renfro Hunting Preserve




Speedy Market - Cadiz
Susanne's Fine Art & Custom Framing
Taylor Motors




Auction: DU Gun 1-Street Bike
DU Wildlife Prints 1-Trail Bike
Everyone Welcome
Ducks Unlimited Annual Banquet
6 PM Wed. Nov. 17, 1976
Murray Country Club
president is scheduled to
undergo cervical spine
surgery to relieve pressure
from his neck nerves.
'Bob Lemon did a
creditable job when he
manage4...1.he Kansas  City _
Royals," said Veeck, propped
in a wheelchair and wearing a
brown robe with gold polka
dots,
"While last season was not a
complete disaster, he is the
type of man. who can do the
ph," said Veeck.'
Lemon, 56, replaces 67-
year-old Paul Richards, who
is stepping down and will
serve as a consultant for the
White Sox, who finished last in
the American League West.
Lemon managed the Royals
from 1970-72 and had one
second-place finish and two
*fourths. Last season, he
served as a coach with the
American League champion
New York Yankees under
Manager Billy Martin. „
"I learned a few things from
Martin," said Lemon, who
faces a big task of guiding a
club woefully lacking in star
players. "He's a good baseball
man and gets the most out of
his players."
Lemon won 20 or more
games seven times in his
career, was selected to seven
All-Star teams and pitched in
No World Series. He won two
games in the 1948 World Series
when Veeck owned the
Cleveland Indians. He lost
twice in the 1954 World Series,
which the New York Giants
won in four straight games.
Lemon spent his entire
major league career with the
Indians, posting 207 victories
against 128 losses.
Barnes Expected
. To Return Soon
Bob Sparks hopes sport-
swriters know what they are
talking about.
Four writers from area
newspapers have made
Sparks' Mayfield. Cardinals
the unanimous pick for the top
cage team in the First Region.
Mayfield was tabbed as
being number one by Pat
Moynihan and Mark Hultman
of the Paducah Sun-
Democrat, Mike Turley of the
Mayfield Messenger and Mike
Brandon of the Murray
Ledger & Times.
If sportswriters know what
they are talking about, then
there will be only seven strong
teams in the Region this
season and after that, it's
anyone's ballgame.
Murray High, which will
return four starters off last
season's Regional runnersup
team, was tabbed for second
placed by the writers.
The Tigers were picked
second by one writer and third
by the other three.
Paducah Tilghman was
tabbed for third place. Two
writers picked Tilghman
second, one third and
Moynihan, who has covered
Tilghman for many years,
picked the Blue Tornado sixth.
The writers selected
Symsonia a close fourth with
Lowes fifth, Lone Oak sixth
and Marshall County seventh.
After the top seven, the field
was spread out with Carlisle
County being picked eighth,
Fulton County ninth and Hick-
man County, Wingo and St.
Mary all tied for 10th.
Here are the way the writers
Picked the teams:
Turley—Mayfield, Tilgh-
man, Murray High, Symsonia,
Lone Oak, Lewes, Hickman
County, Marshall County, St.
Mary and Carlisle County.
Brandon—Mayfield, Mur-
ray High, Tilgtunan, Marshall
County, Lowes, Symsonia,




Lowes, Marshall County, Lane
Oak, Carlisle County, St. Mary
and Wingo.
Moynihan—Mayfield, Sym-
sonia, Murray, Lowes, Lone
Oak, Tilghman, Marshall
County, Carlisle County,
Fulton County and Wingo.
Here are the final
tabulations:





6. Lone Oak 20
7. Marshall County 19
8. Carlisle County 6
9. Fulton County 5
10. Hickman County 4
10, Wingo 4
•10. St. Mary 4
Area Cage Scores
Lowes 83 Ballard Memorial 66
Carlisle Co. 74 Fancy Farm 61
Hickman Co. 45 South Fulton
31
Symsonia 78 Cuba 33
Sedalia 79 Farmington 53
Livingston Central 83 Wingo 65
DETROIT (AP) — Marvin
Barnes has not played a
regular-season game for the
Detroit Pistons yet, but the
trouble-plagued forward says
his ankle is fine and he wil be
back in action next week.
Barnes also said Tuesday
that he would appear in court
Thursday to face charges of
carrying a concealed weapon.
Barnes faces legal problems
in both Michigan and Rhode
Island.
Barnes injured his ankle
Oct. 3 during a National
Basketball Association
exhibition game against
Buffalo and has been under
the care of various doctors,
including his own in St. Louis
and the Piston's team.
physician.
Detroit acquired the tem-
peramental Barnes for
$500,000 in the American
Basketball Association
dispersal draft. He is under
his second suspension by the
Pistons for failing to show up
for practices and at least one
game.
His Michigan legal troubles
began Oct. 9, when a routine
examination of his hand
luggage at Detroit
Metropolitan Airport
allegedly turned up a pistol.
Wayne County Sheriff's
deputies arrested Barfies on a
.concealed weapon charge alid
a trial was scheduled for
Thursday before Circuit Court
Judge Joseph B. Alvan.
The Rhode Island charge,
filed Monday, claims Barnes
violated the terms of a three-
year probation imposed on
him in May, 1974 when he
pleaded guilty to attacking a
former Pryvidence College
teammate with a tire iron.
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Jennifer NM, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Nit is shown
receiving the trophy she won in the West Restudy 14.,.
40 semen's Association Awards night held at the Peducaii. j.
33 nifer is a member of the Wranglers Riding Gab and showed the
31 trophy at the awards night. Maisie the presentation was Pet.













Connie Jones was presented the pimple ler the Best All.
Around Sportmanship for the year 1976 'by the Wranglers
Mdissg Oak.
Red Woods, left, president of the Wranglers Riding Club,
presents the High Point Family Trophy to Jim, Calvin, and Bur-
nedean Schroeder at the annual awards banquet held at the
Carmen Povillion.
Top-Ranked Pitt Elects
To Play In Sugar Bowl
PITTSBURGH (API — No. 1-ranked Pitt has voted to
forego Miami's sunshine and face Georgia in the Sugar Bowl
,,•2 in New Orleans on New Year's Day and, hopefully, to preser-
ve a national championship.
An informed source told The Associated Press Tuesday
night that an almost evenly divided Panthers' committee of
seniors and starters voted for the Sugar Bowl after Coach
; Johnny Majors convinced them their best chance to keep the
No. 1 rating was in New Orleans.
The team was at one time heavily in favor of an Orange
Bowl meeting against the as-yet undetermined Big Eight
Conference champion on New Year's night.
Georgia, which is tied for sixth in this week's AP rankings,
is ranked higher than any of the five teams tied for the Big
Eight lead.
With one game remaining, against Georgia Tech on Nov.
27, Georgia, 94, won the right to represent the Southeastern
Conference as the host team at the Sugar Bowl by beating Au-
burn 28-0 last Saturday.
One other team in bowl contention, Texas Tech, is ranked
higher than Georgia and loomed as a Pitt opponent in the Cot-
ton Bowl. However, Texas Tech has three games remaining
in its regular season, all against tough opponents.
"We took a-straw vote and it was indicated that if they get _
an invitation they would like to make a trip," Majors said af-
ter emerging from a 40-minute session in the locker room.
Center John Pelusi acknowledged that a vote of team mem-
bers had been taken. "But there's nothing to say until we
know where we've been invited," he said.
Pitt plays its final regular season game, a nationally tele-
vised encounter against arch-rival Penn State on Nov. 26.
RESTAURANT
We've Served Murray's
Best Seafood and Steaks









Open 4:00 PM Daily
Wranglers Riding Club
Holds Awards Banquet
The Wranglers Riding Club
held its anntial awards night
on Saturday, November 9, at
the Carman Pavilion. Awards
were as follows:









Other awards given were:
Youngest Member, Leigh
Ann Herndon; Oldest Mem-
ber, Rubin Rowland,
Youngest Rider, Paul Eugene





Trophies were given to the
Wranglers Riding Club Queen
Janet Rowland and the Little
Mr. and Miss Wrangler, Keith
Fennell and Regina Beth
Herndon.
The rotating trophy given to
the family that earned the
most points during the riding
season went to the Jim
Schroader family.
The trophy_ _given ,to the
individual with the most
points went to Calvin
Schroader.
The plaque for the Best All
Around Sportsmanship for the
Year 1976 was presented to
Connie Jones.
Newly elected Little Mr. and
Miss Wrangler for 1977 are:
Paul Eugene Woods, Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Woods,
Route 3, Murray, and Angelia
Haywood, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Pete Haywood, Murray.
Jennifer Hill, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Daryl Hill,
Almo, showed the trophy she
won in the West Kentucky
Horseman's Association
Awards night held in
Paducah.
No. - Rena Homan% Lady:
Richard Eldridge, Pam.
reer Pisan - Jill Rowland, Gray Bock;
Angels Woods, Joe.
k. Ilkokme Meows - Kent Wdson.
Twister ; Calvin Schroeder, Squaw.
Nor taa I. -Angela Woods, Joe;
Woody Woods, Black Mac.
ku ten - Connie Jmes, Duke; Betty
Wicker, Gay Lady.
meow. ankt Ewe - Janda' Wooden.
Cricket; Janet Rowland, Yankee.
Pry s... - Jill Rowland. Gray
Bock; Randy crams,Ginger.
1r. Sem, los - Calvin solemner, Prin-
ce: Calvin Schroeder. Little Joe.
k. len - Jim Schroeder, Prince;
Daryl Hill, Bud.
Comm" nom. - Betty Wicker, Gay
Lady; Connie Jones, Duke.
11.11•1 Roman - Mark Thomanin,
Smoky; John Brittain, Blue.
Allee's Wesson Plompf - Deryl 1511,
Boomer; Richard Eldridge, Pam.
haw Pkgbe. - Randy Cress, Ginger;
Craig Fennel, Pretty Boy.
k. flup - Steve Barnett, BellatY;
Calvin SOroader, Little Joe.
fr. nog Eon - Richard Eldridge,
Beauty; Betty Wicker, Gay Lady.
liore's Was Phoney - &NM Dean
Schroeder, Grace; Carolyn Woods,
Lady.
shames spent an• - Janet Rowland.
Yankee; Jennifer Woodall, Cricket.
Pre hoed s... - Jill Rowland, Gray:
Buck; Regina Herndon, Billy.
k. Speed awe - Calvin Schroeder, Little
Jac, CALvinScbroaciet..non".......,
k • spuds.. - Jim Schroeder,Piince;
Diane Schroeder, Leo.
a. Class - Mark Thomason, Smoky;
John WM*01, Blue.
Comem's 1111Asfiff* Plfroeffre 
- 
Carolyn
Woods, Gal; Carol Eldridge, Pam.
be - Jun Schroeder, Prince;
Calvin Schroeder, Little Joe; Dickie
Schroeder, Leo; Danny Lamb, Lucky.
Pr, Pi Brio - Jill Rowland, Gray
Buck; Randy Crass, Ginger. -
k. be evvere - Calvin Schroeder, Lit-
tle Joe; Steve Barnett, Beatty.
I.. ed. a.. g - Danny Lomb, Luc;
Hugh Gray Crass, Revel.
be... - Hugh Gray Crass, Revel-
Steve Barnett; Richard Eldridge,
Yankee. Janet Rowland.
Paul Eugene Woods, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Woods of
Murray Route Three, and Angela Haywood, daughter of Mr.
end Mrs. Pete Heywood of Murray, were elected as Little Mr.




Baylor Goes To Angels
And Tenace To Padres
PROVIDENCE, R.I. (AP)
— The Jerry Kapstein Signing
Sweepstakes continue today
with at least one and possibly
two more quality players due
to be parcelled out to major
league teams.
Kapstein, the super-agent
who may, at the moment, be
the most powerful man in
baseball, presided at separate
news conferences Tuesday,
announcing that catcher Gene
Tenace has signed with the
San Diego Padres and out-
fielder Don Baylor would go to
the California Angels.
"We'll have at least one
more -signing and- maybe two
▪ on Wednesday," said Kap-
stein, who still has eight of the
most appealing free agents as
his clients.
Three of Kapstein's
remaining players are out-
fielder. Joe Rudi, shortstop
Bert Campaneris and pitcher
Rollie Fingers, who, like
Baylor and Tenace, used to
work for Charles 0. Finley
and the Oakland A's. But.
Finley is not known for
employee relations and, ac-
cording to Baylor, that's why
the majority of the available
free agents come from his
team.
:Vith the A's, you're just a
namber, a commodity," the
outfielder said. "That's what
the deal was at Oakland.
That's why he lost half his ball
club, the heart-- of his ball
club."
Baylor spent only one
season with the A's, coming to
-rbakland at the end of spring
training in the trade that sent
slugger Reggie Jackson to
Baltimore. Ironically,





NEW YORK (AP) — For
catcher Thurman Munson of
the New York Yankees,
capturing the 1976 American
League Most Valuable Player
Award was the culmination of
a fantastic season.
Munson was named winner
of the award by the Baseball
Writers Association of
America Tuesday in a land-
slide. He easily outdistanced
runner-up George Brett, third
baseman of the Kansas City
Royals, by 87 points.
In leading the Yankees to
their first pennant in 12 years,
Munson hit .302, belted 17
homers and batted in 105 runs.
The 29-year-old right-
handed swinger, in running
away with the honor, collected
18 of the 24 first-place votes
and a total of 301 points from
the 24-man panel of writers.
He received four votes for
second and two for third.
He became the first Yankee
to gain the accolade since
Elston Howard in 1963.
New Veep
BOSTON (AP) — Jan Volk
is the new vice president of the
Boston Celtics Basketball
Club Inc. after five years as
team business manager and
house counsel.
, The team announced the
appointment Tuesday.
Division I-A Poll
By The Associated Press
The top 10 teams in the
NCAA Division II final weekly
college football poll, with sea-
son records and total points:
1. Mordana St. 9-1-059
2. N. Michigan 10-1-0 57
3. Akron • 8-2-0 49
4. Delaware 7-2-1 47
5. E. Kentucky 7-2-0 45
6. Troy St., Ala. 8-1-1 40
7. Nevada-L.Vegas 8-2-0 35
8. (tie)Alcorri St 7.2430
S. Carolina St. 9-1430
10. Univ. N.H.(tie) 8-2-0 M
N. Dakota St. 8-24 'Pt
Howard also was the last
catcher to win the MVP.
Brett received 217 points,
including two first-place
votes. He won the league
batting title with a .333
average.
Third in the balloting was
center fielder Mickey Rivers
of the Yankees with 1791
points, including one first-
place vote. The speedy Rivers
batted .312 with 43 stolen
bases.
An elated Munson said at a
press conference Tuesday
evening, "This is the greatest
individual honor I've ever
received in baseball. I'll try
harder to win it again next
season."
As for losing the World
Series to the Cincinnati Reds,
Munson said, "It wasn't a
disappointing World Series.
We got beat by a great ball
club. We'll be back next
year."
Hal McRae, Kansas City's
designated hitter, finished
fourth and another Yankee,
first baseman Chris Cham-
bliss, completed the top five.
First baseman Rod Carew of
Minnesota was sixth. •
%hers in the top 10 were
center fielder Amos Otis of
Kansas City, 58 points; relief
pitcher Bill Campbell of
Minnesota, 56; first baseman
Lee May of Baltimore, 51, and
pitcher Jim Palmer of
Baltimore, 47.
Some 29 players were
mentioned on at least one
vote, but outfielder Fred Lynn
of the Boston Red Sox, last
year's MVP, was not among
them.
Seven Yankees were named
on at least one ballot, while
five players from Kansas City
and five from Oakland
received votes.
The Yankees now have won
the MVP award 19 times since
its inception in 1931, tops
among teams in both leagues.
Munson is the latest in a long
line of outstanding Yankee
catchers that includes Bill
Dickey, Yogi Berra and
Howard.
The 5-foot-l1,. 195-pound
Munson hag a career batting
average of .288 since joining
the Yankees late in the 1969
season. He caught 121 games
last season and appeared in 31
more as a designated hitter or
pinch hitter.
Cepeda Pleads For
Mercy In .His Case
SAN JUAN, P.R. (AP -- A
jury will be allowed to hear
statements allegedly made by
former baseball star Orlando
Cedepa after he was arrested
and charged with smuggling
drugs into Puerto Rico.
Cepeda, the National
League's Molt Valuable
Player in 1967 when he was
with the St. Louis Cardinals,
and Hermiio Cortes, a former
outfielder in the Puerto Rico
Winter League? were charged
in December, 1975 with
possession and smuggling of
170 pounds of marijnana.
Defense attorneys at-
tempted unsuccessfully
Tuesday to supress the
statements allegedly made by
Cepeda after he was arrested.
With the fury out of the
courtroom, Ray I,. Hatch,
special agent of the Drug
Enforcement Administration,
testified that Cepeda told him:
"Let us go. This ( the
publicity) will kill my mother.
I only did it because I owe
$25,000 in income tax."
Jury members were
summoned into the courtroom
Late in the day to see and hear
evidence. presented by the
U.S. Justice Department in
the case. The jury is expected
to begin deliberations by the
end of the week, according to
U.S. Atty. Jorge Rios.
The two former players face
a maximum penalty of 10
years injail and a $30,000 fine.
•
currently shopping for a new
club.
Tenace, on the other hand,
was an Oakland veteran. He
played for Finley for six full
years and parts of two others
and was a member of the A's
team that won five straight
American League West
Division titles and three
straight world championships.
For baseball, the free agent
business is just starting. It has
created a new way for
management to look at its
players, according to Harry
Dalton, executive vice
president and _general
nikiaffef -Of the Angels, who
was on hand for Baylor's
signing.
"You can't say anybody is
an untouchable anymore
because of this situation
where a player can say 'I'm
leaving,— said Dalton.
That could mean trades of
some major names at the
winter meetings in • Los
Angeles next month. For the
moment, however, Dalton is
happy with his new major
name and he'd like more like
him.
"I hope this isn't the end of
the free agents for us," he
said. "If it is, it won't be by
our choice. There is still some
very good talent available."
Both Baylor and Tenace had
similar seasons with Oakland
in 1976. Baylor batted .245 with
15 home runs and 68 rtuis
-1)4witli
22 th oel riej Tanenad 6"7 RBhit-Is-249.
Both Tenace and Baylor
signed multi-year contracts as
did reliever Bill Campbell,
who agreed to terms with the
Boston Red Sox last week and
became the first free agent to
sign with a new team.
Pro Cage
Standings,




W L Pet. GB
Phila 7 4 636
Buffalo 7 5 583
NY Knks 8 6 571
Boston 6 5 -545 1








11 2 .846 —
8 5 .615 3
6 5 .545 4
7 6 .538 4
5 7 .417 517
Atlanta 5 8 385 6
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Denver 9 1 .900 —
Detroit 8 6 571 3
Kan City 7 7 SOO 4
Indiana 4 9 .306 6'7
Chicago 2 ,8 .200 7
Milwkee 3 .200 1lL2
Pacific Division
'Portland 7 4 .636 --
Seattle 7 7 .500 1L5
GOICII1 St 5 6 .455 2
Las Ang 5 7 .417 2'1
Phoenix 2 6 .250 3t7
Tuesday's Results
New York Knicks 100, Atlanta
97
New Orleans 100, Portland 98
San Antonio 114, Buffalo 112
Kansas City 100, Milwaukee
91




_ Bi4falo ,at tiousugi
-New York Knicks at Wash-
ington •
New Orleans at Detroit




Kansas City at San Antonio
Detroit at Indiana
Phoenix at Golden State




• Rick Barry has got to learn
to concentrate, at the free
throw line.
• "I had hoped to make 80 or
90 in a row, but I didn't con-
centrate — and then I
missed," said Barry, who
finally saw one of his un-
derhand tosses from the free
throw line roll of the rim
__ Tuesday night — but not
before he set a National
Basketball Association record
of 60 in a row.„
Barry's miss late in the
fourth period carne•after he
made his first eight tries of the
game and erased the NBA
record of 58 set last season by
Houston's Calvin Murphy.
In other NBA games, the
New Orleans Jazz nipped the
Portland Trail Blazers 100-98,
the New York Knicks edged
the Atlanta Hawks 100-97, the
San Antonio Spurs shaded the
Buffalo Braves 114-112 and the,
Kansas City Kings beat the
Milwaukee Bucks 100-91..
Slick Watts led Seattle with
25 points. Fred Brown had 16
points for the Sonics, including
10 in the finalquarter.
Barry broke Murphy's
record with his seventh free
throw of the game, then added
another before finally
missing. He did, however,
make his final toss of the
game, finishing 9-for-10— and
with a streak of one.
Jazz 100, Blazers 95
"This is the year for the
game to be physical," ob-
served New Orleans Coach
Butch van Breda Kolff, whose
Jazz nipped Portland in a
game marred by 66 personal
fouls — 33 against each team
— and three technicals.
Physical is one thing, but
the game got out of hand in the
second period when Pete
Maravich, New Orleans' high-
scoring star, squared off
against Portland's scrappy
Dave Twardzik.
When the brawl ended,
Maravich was hit with a
technical foul but permitted to
remain in the game, which did
not sit well with Portland
Coach Jack Ramsay.
The Jazz, leading 4540 at
the time of the fight, fell
behind 54-51 at the half but
rallied behind Maravich's 15
third-quarter points.
Maravich also led all
rebounders with 15.
Knicks 100, Hawks 97
Bill Bradley's jumper with
1:28 to -play put the Knicks
ahead, then they clinched it
with six free throws in the
final nine seconds—four by
Earl Monroe and two by Walt
Frazier. Atlanta's Tom
Henderson scored 27 points,
while Frazier led the Knicks
with 26.
It was Atlanta's 26th
consecutive loss on the road.
Spurs 114, Braves 112
Larry Kenon, who topped
the Spurs with 25 points, sank
two free throws with two
seconds left to beat Buffalo
and snap the Braves' five-
game winning streak. Bob
McAdoo topped Buffalo with
27 points.
Kings 19e, Bucks 91
Ron Boone scored 27 points
for Kansas City and Scott.
Wedrnan added 19, including
• three baskets early in the
fourth quarter that broke open
the game. Center Elmore
Smith and rookie forward
Alex English each scored 21
for the Bucks.
Scoreless Tie
LOS ANGELES ( API --
Goalies Gary Simmons of
Cleveland and Rogie Vachon
of Los Angeles took turns
playing spectacularly as the
Barons and Kings battled to
an unusual scoreless tie in a
'National Hockey League
game Tuesday night.
This was the second
scoreless tie this season in the
NHL. The first was between
Detroit and Atlanta Nov. 7.
The Kings had 37 shots on
goal tb"11 for the the Barons.
The tie enabled the Barons
to remain undefeated in their
last six games while the
deadlock kept the Kings
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HIGHWAY 67-613 ACROSS FROM PeOUC tot NURSERY PHONE 8915 7046
NEW SHIPMENT'S ARRI‘ INC DULY —
ALL FIRST QUALITY AT DISCOUNT PRICES
REMEMBER WE EFT THE EXTRA BIG MAN AND THE EXTRA TALL ONES
AS WELL AS THE REGULAR SIZES HURRY OUT AND SAYE
MEN'S VESTED SUITS
SIt1P11 10101 11(
• o•011 11. • 1.011L 1 • I 101111 • •
'7995-'8295
, '4 4l'." 1.
LEISURE SUITS
ING 10 Si LW
0000 SELECTION of
EXT111• LONG SHOO TS •5











1,..re• '0 Sim Mr• 10 L•04
•14.11/111 I'1 15
$525°
Pebble Beoch of DENIMcoltivnia
SWEATERS JACKETS
$1295 1SHIRTSPANTS
Ul HULOT All AT
Clf1 FM DRISIMAS WOW, PIECES
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you'll be Thankful for these  ?NM.< ''• I
Prices Good Thurs., Nov. 18























3100i. Pkgs. $100Save 23'



















Save Yr 59 ,
Drinks save 14'
Your Choice
10 oz. 6 Bottle Carton
— With Bottles
or Deposit




jka Bath Size A 
" 
5 Lb. Bag 694




























3 oz. Save 23'
i With OurJEL .0 Coupon Below
for-
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••0000
For your Holiday meal •
we have the finest for
you — Hens, Ducks,
Turkeys, Country Hams. •
Whatever you might need •
- Liquid
Woolite





















1 lb. Bag 8
Family Pack
3 lbs. or More lb.
Butterball
Turkeys





























































,ReVister each tine you
are in the store for the
$10  given away each week
Last H. Key
Winner: 903 Poplar
*Nothing to Buy *No Cards To Punch *All You
Do Is Register Each Tine You Are In The Store
Drawing Wednesday at 8:00 p.m. New contest
Starts Thursday Morning.
• Employees of Porkers and their Families not eligible to
wm .Adults only may register. •You do not have to be
rresent to win
You Can't Beat Our ' rice
1,,,50/474,
Dishwashing Liquid









AT 'THE CROPS N' PRICES
• Fresh
ernes 1 lb Bag
With Our
.





















• Morton-Beef, Turkey, Chicken
•










20 oz. Bag 694••••••••••••••••••••




















Offer E xpiree 11-24-76






A 3 oz. Lcr
Boxes
Offer Expires 11-24-76








.4 ,,,„r peck 694
Offer Expires 11-24-76
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- Estimate Of Court Revenues In State Cities Is Released
FRANKFORT, Ky. (Al)— about 1.74 million through
Xn estimate of the revenuestheir courts in the same time
produced by courts in cities of
he first through fourth
classes has been released by
.he state Department of
Finance sand Administration
— the last piece of information
needed in the preparation of a
budget for the neW Statewide
period, according to figures
supplied by the Kentucky
Municipal League.
Added to other court
revenues generated under
existing law, estimatedottrt
revenues for Kentucky for the
lower court system. '
The state hired the in-
dependent accounting firm of
Touche-Ross to prepare an
audit of the revenues and
expenditures of the lower
Courts, after the
Administratiy* Office of the
Courts -,Ate agency helping
prepw-lhe budget — said the
Ili estimates available were
;a• least two, years old and
were "highly questionable."
A spokesman for the
'Finance and Administration
Department said the Touche-
Ross report on court ex-
penditures would be released
at a later date.
Under the constitutional
amendment approved by
voters a year ago, a new
system of district courts will
replace all existing municipa4
. county and quarterly courts —
reducing the number of judges
*OM mere than 1-,000-to4ewer - —
than 150.
The General Assembly will
meet in special session this
year to enact legislation t
implement the new sy
and appropriate fun
operation.
One of th most con-
troversial pects of the
Judicial endment is. that it
crea a state-operated,
u ed.. court system..—Local
ficials Want to know how the
fines and forfeitures will be
returned to local government. -
Gov. Julian Carroll has
pledged that municipalities
will not experience a loss or
kdecrease in net revenues as a
result of implementation of
the new lower court system.
But until the study by
Touche-Ross was completed,
no one was able to pinpoint
just how much revenue .was
being collected by municipal
courts or how much was being
spent — since there is no
standard accounting system.
Chief. Justice Scott Reed of
the Kentucky Supreme Court
who is responsible for
mitting the propos• ludget
for the Operatic, • the new
court syste id last week
he was . alting to see the
fig on municipal court




said the Touche-Ross figures.
were given to the Supreme
Court and the Administrative
Office of the Courts on Mon-
day.
McClure said the figures on
expenditures by the lower
courts will not accurately
reflect what their expenses
will be, since under existing
law they may operate out of
The back of a store or a
garage.,. ,
The department did not
release the figures supplied by
Touche-Ross on lower court
expenditures.
According to the study
released by the state,
municipal courts in cities of
the first through the fourth
classes generated about $6.56
million during the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1976. That is
close to the estimate made
earlier by the administrative
office of the courts.
Kentucky cities of the fifth





supervisor in the Speech and
Hearing Clinic at Murray
State University, will present
a professional paper to the
annual convention of the,
American Speech and Hearing
Association in Houston,
Texas, on Sunday, Nov. 21.






across the United States and
Canada, as well as:visiting
professionals from other
countries, will attend the
meeting.
Ms. Nantau, who joined the
faculty at Murray State this
fall, earned the master's
degree at Western Michigan
University. She worked in
South Dakcjia before ac-
&piing the assignment in
I,Murray.
tha tsinia es of future gross
rever.tit- are based on present
..cireunisranees and available
informa ion and do not t e
into account changes that
occur vtth impleme ion of
the Ilex cow-, syst
Faciors su
fines, fee
• fiscal year just ended were
about $26.3 million, according
to, a memo released by the
state Department for Finance
and Administration.
In addition to reporting
gross revenues for the past
three fiscal years for cities of
the first through the fourth
class, Touche-Ross also
estimates1 gross revenues for
the current and next suc7-
ceeding fiscal years of the
municipalities.
All four classes of cities
shoulcl show a slight increase,
the report predicted. .
However, the firm noted
ome items not exactl as •icture

















































volume of arrests and booked
cases, prosecution —and
conviction rates: and methods
adopted to handle arrest
records, fines and fees
assessment and collection all
will affect future revenues,
the report said.






asst. of yoke treatments
Reg. 6.99-7.99.8.99
Save 2.00 on your choice
Sizes S-XL













the municipal courts followed
a variety of record-keeping
methods, and recommended
that a standard system be
developed and implemented to
handle municipal' court
revenues such as fees, fines
and forfeitures under the new
unified court system.
"In some cities, adequate
controls exist, while in others,
there is little or no control,"
Touche-Ross said. "There is
also little uniformity of
classifying financial data and
distinguishing the assessment
of fees, fines-,and costs from





Steel Shank, Marsh Brown
Boys 11-4 $799
Mens 7-123
Its °VERSUS REG PRICE $16 99 RANO
TINS (OATS REG mitt S2199 kINKET
TINED JACKETS KG IKE 119 99 SKIP ON
HOODS tE6 PRICE SA 99 (AlltA1T1 IS NIDE",
Of HEAVY DUTY DOWN DYCK NATERIM
100% C0(1011 PRE SHRUNK UNION NIDE IN
AMERICA SAYE 10% HIS WEEK ONLY
Non-aerosol Hair Spray- "by Style" Choice of •







Full gallon capacity. utilizes high-speed cen-
trifugal action to create 's .steady- Rost of cool












































Qwet tape system features back-lighted
numerals for iosy night time legibility. has








Tank & Gas Burner













"By Clairol" three hairsetters in one Regular
set. Condition set, or Steam-Mist set, contains 20
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I Funerals I Helen Hodges Will Give Review
At Prayer Breakfast At LibraryLockert A. Davis
Dies At Hospital;
Funeral Thursday
Lockert A. Davis of Cadiz
Route Three died Tuesday at
2:Al p.m. at the Jennie Stuart
Hospital, Hopkinsville. His
death at-the age of 76 followed
a short illness. -
The deceased was a retired
heavy equipment - operator,
and was a member of the
United Methodist Church.
Born November 15, 1900, at
Cumberland Furnace, Tenn.",
he was the son of the late
Isham Jennings Davis and
Sallie Jones Davis.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Mary Bloodworth Davis,
Cadiz Route Three; three
sisters, Mrs. Walter Daniel,
Chattanooga, Tenn., Mrs.
Horace Swift, Cumberland
Furnace, Tenn..., and Mrs. Ara
Simpson, Dixon, Tenn.; one
brother, Malcolm Rice Davis,
Van Lear, Tenn,; several
nieces and nephews.
Funeral services will be
held Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at
the chapel of the Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz, with
Rev. John C. Brinson and Rev.
Randolph Allen officiating.
Burial will be in the Hematite_ 
Cemetery in Between the
Rivers.




Funeral services for Mrs.
Dixie Wells of Murray Route
Six are being held today at two
p. in. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. Bill Sullivan
and Rev. Loyd Perrin of-
ficiating. The song service is
by the choir from the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church with
Paul Henderson as leader. •




Walker, and Roy Bynum.
Burial will be in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Wells, age 62, died
Tuesday at 4:30 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital where she had
worked as a licensed practical
nurse for eighteen years,
having retired about one year
ago. She was a member of the
Sugar Creek Baptist Church,
and the daughter of the late




(Frances) Garrison and Mrs.
Harold ( Mary Rose) Bynum,
both of Murray Route Six; one
son, Hicks Wells, Fort
Jackson, S. C.; step sister,
Mrs. Arthur / Lurlie) Vinson,
Murray Route Four; eight
grandchildren, Kim andthris-
Bynum, Michael, Mark, and
Matthew Garrison, and Nicky,
Dixie, and Sandy Wells.
Vergil Bridges Is
Dead At Age 85;
Funeral Thursday
A Prayer Breakfast will be
held at the Calloway County
Public Library Friday,
November 19, at 8:30 a. m.
Helen Hodges: dramatist,
will present the book BORN
AGAIN, by Charles Colson.
Mrs. Hodges, a noted reviewer
-and dramatist, will select
those portions of the book that
deal with prayer and its direct
influence on Colson's life as he
reiterates his story.
"The idea of having a
prayer breakfast stems from
a group of people who have
met every Monday morning
for several years at the
Vergil Bridges of Murray
Route One, Stella Community,
died this morning at 4:45 at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 85 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
farmer and a member of the
West Fork Baptist Church.
Born August 19, 1891, in
Graves County, he was the son
of the late John Bridges and
Janie Batts Bridges.
Mr. Bridges and his wife,
the former Bettye Hargrove,
who survives, were married
November 28, 1936.
Survivors are his wife.
Bettye; two daughters, Mrs.
Floyd )Gladys) Gupton,
Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Cloys / Hontas ) Hargrove,
'Oxnard, Calif.; one son, Devoe
Bridges, Murray Route One;
seven grandchildren, Mrs.
Latricia Adams, Floyd
Gupton, Jr., Larry Bridges,
Michael Bridges, Mrs. Nancy
Bottoms, Mrs. Janice
- McDaniel, and Mrs. Nancy
Aitken; fifteen great gran-
dchildren; two great great
grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for two p. m.
Thursday if_the West Fork
Baptist Church with burial to
folio* in the church cemetery
with the arrangements by the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home where friends may call
after six p. m. today (Wed-
nesday). .
Holiday Inn for breakfast,
prayer, and a sharing of
ideas," a library spokesman
said. "Almost all religious
faiths are represented at the
weekly gathering and there is
no organized format for the
breakfast," she further
stated.
Breakfast will consist of
ham and biscuits, fresh fruit,
and sweet rolls with plenty of
coffee, ,the library staff an-
nouneefl.
They also would like to
welcome anyone who will to




Work is progressing on
construction of several vin-
age buildings which will
recreate a typical pioneer
farmstead of the 1850's at
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes outdoor recreation and
environmental education area
in west Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
The *.living history farm"
which is -expected to open in
the fall of 1977, will enable
visitors to learn more about
the historic settlement of the
region and to study its pioneer
architectural patterns and
agricultural practices.
The farm is on a 300-acre
iract about a mile south of the
Kentucky-Tennessee State
Line near the old settlement of
Model, Tennessee. It will be in •
the Prior Valley, one of the
earliest valleys to be settled in
the area. -
Most of the farm structures
are being built front materials
saVed from old buildings in the
area. Included are two cabins,
two stock barns; - a tobacco
barn, workshop, cornccibs, a
molasses shed, smokehouse,
and chicken coops.
Meticulous care is being
taken in planning and erecting
• he buildings to make sure
they duplicate those found in
the area in the 1850's. Dr.
Charles Ogilvie, a history
professor at The University
Tennessee at Martin, is
helping TVA in the historical
Nichols. . .
iContinued from Page 1
The News-Democrat and
Logan Leader in Russellville;
Princeton Leader; Todd
County Standard in Elkton:
Sun-Democrat in Paducah;
Fulton Daily Leader; and
Crittenden Press in Marion.
Radio stations - WKYX-
WKYQ and WPAD in
Paducah; WSON-WKDQ in
Henderson:. WKTA-FM in
McKenzie, Tenn.; WCBL in
Benton; WTTL and WFMW
AM-FM in Madisonville;
WNES AM-FM in Central
City; WNBS-AM WAAW-FM
in Murray; WNGO-AM WXID-
FM and WYMC in Mayfield;
WKDZ AM-FM in Cadiz;
WTPR in Paris, Tenn.; WPKY
in Princeton; WHOP and
WKOA in Hopkinsville; and
KMIS in Portageville, Mo.
Television station - WSIL-




FRANKFORT, Ky. - A new
telephone system has been
installed in Gov. Julian
Carroll's office, and the office
number has been changed.
The new number, effeCtive
immediately, is 564-2611.
The new system increases
the number of lines into the




assistant for internal affairs in
the office.
Hall said callers might
experience minor difficulties
as staffers in the Governor's
Office become accustomed to
the new system. But he said,
"14 should improve the
communication ability to the
Governor's Office." 
LAKE DATA
. Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 302.9, up.0.5.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 354.3,
down 0.1.
Below dam 305.4, down 0.1.
Sunset 4:47 p.m. Sunrise
6:37 a.m.
Moon rises 1:51 a.m.
research and development. In
addition, UT-Nlartin. Middle
Tennessee State University,
Murray State University-, and
Western Kentucky. University
have joined itj.;eher to form
:he Upper South Consortium
for Human Culture, which is
alsO comribwing to • ,he
project..
An extensive colleciion of
mid-I-9th century items wilt be -
used to stock the farm. These
include farming implements,
hand tools, blacksmith
equipment, horse and oxen
harnesses, household fur-
nishings, and cooking utensils.
- - -
„Cit4.414iikei
Prices of stuck of kx al interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Murray are as follows.
Heublein Inc 44,*
Mul)unald• Corp 56 r 4
Ponderosa Systems 64 •,11
Kimberly Clark Ws Ai
Union Carbide 56i. uric
W H Grace 26Le uric
Texaco 251. uric
General Het 511. -.-4.
(;AF (-orp . . .. 114 um
Georgia Pacific  367. +la,
Pfizer.  26 +L.
JIIII Walters 38% unc
Kirsch 16 + 4
Disney 45i + A.
Franklin Mint 264r. unc
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noun today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg  +2.66
264 41.
Amer Motors,  3'. uric
.Ashland  a -I-





(km Dynamics 51 + '2
Gen Motors ' 69L.
( :en . Tire  24 unc
(1uodrich 25 +Lb
Gulf Oil  26". '
Pennwalt ....... 28'2 uric
Quaker Oats  133,
Kepubhc Steel   31 +
Singer  17's
Tappan d'a uric




Federal State Market News Service
November 17.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 614 Est 60) KaiTows &
Gilts mostly g.-ady .25 lower Sows
steady 50 lower
VS-t,±200,230K5S.• --1132:51P32 75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs 132.00-32.50
US24 240-260 lbs. ' . 131.00-32 00
US 3.4260-280 lbs 830.00-31 00
sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 521.00-2200
US 1-3 300-450 lbs . 821 00-22 00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs m.so few 23 00
US 2-3300-500 lbs 82500-21 00
Boars 1500-10.0)
All American T shirts were given to each student at Southwest Elementary School that sold over $30.00 dollars
worth of magazine subscriptions. High salesman was Darrell Overby, who sold $249.97 dollars of subscriptions. All
students sold a total of 95000.00 dollars of magazine subscriptions. Each student on the front row sold over
5100.00 dollars of magazine subscriptions. Pictured, left to right, are First Row - Darrell Overby, Chuck Storey,
Louis Zimmerman, Mel Jackson. Kevin. Coles, Mark Waldrop; second tow - Elizabeth Bailey, Julie Hostmeyer, Steve
Adams, Greg Shelton, Jennifer Kirk, Kathy Butterworth, Vonda Murdock, Eddie Trovis, Sherrie Coles, Christy Nance,
Melissa Paschall; third row - Rita Elkins, Christy McCallon, Melissa Paschall, Jenise Boyd, Jennifer Rice, Ldrri Mur-
dock, Lori Lovins, Melissa Richardson, Beverly Blakely, Rhonda McAlister, Denny Jones; fourth row - Renata Collins,
Cindy Anderson', Lisa Workman, Lisa Phillips, Tommy Prichett, Tina Cooper, Andi jobs, Roger Gallimore, Brad
Waugh, Hope Simpson; fifth row - Donna Miller, Kim Erwin, Lanesa Jones, Lori Edwards, Sherri Miller, Lynne
Cothran, Leland Steely, Tad Dowdy, Marty McCuiston, Terry Williams, David Conner, Tracy Carroway.
Pressure - on reamer turns it on
automatically. Oscillating
strainer extracts more juice.
2704/J101W
Personal 2 Flip-Flash Camara
With direct vieivfinder, optical quality
lens. Uses Flip-Flash bulbs, cartridge
film. Pocket size. 3405/6319/019
110 Color Film, with processing.
3406/CPF110PI 319
126 Color Film. 3403/CPF126
12 Exp 594 20 Exp BSC
(B) AMERICAN CLJPPER SLEDS
Well built! Grooved steel runners, safety
heels steering control. 0108/644/54
44" bog. .12.15 54" beg. 11.95
TOMY'S MIGHTY MAX with Motorized Mobile
Rides on Maxi-Mobile. reverses if it hits obstacle Put mobile in
his hand. he'll climb a wall. Man disassembles with special




with "biome power" cards.
Ages Ert2. 138
/ AI PICK-UP 377
TRUCK
All steel True Value model
with drop-down tailgate,
detailed interioi , lettered
tires. 131/2" long. 4110
Rugged steel Handlitt
dump. Detailed cdti stack,
grill. 20- L. - 9250
COOTIE 2"GAME
Put together an it Cpdtite
For ages 3 and up-no react-
ing skills needed 200
3°8-3°4)6 Special
REMINGTON "Woodmaster"
AUTOMATIC RIFLE 742 $1 7495 -
Vin-Rib Special $19995
REMINGTON AUTOMATIC
12 & 20 Gauges-Gas Operated
Vin-Rib Special $1 6495
REMINGTON "Wingmaster 12 20 Gauge






SAFE-T DRILL 299 SABRE SAW
Pull knob, trigger bit moves
with realistic' sound. Poly-
ethylene, 8%- L. 5300
Bubble window, deep-dish
mag wheels, plated bumpers,
grille; detailed. interior
0512/3511
The classic toy for 60 years.
Stimulating and imagi-
native. Ages 3 and up. 136




Sound and action of real chain
saw. Pull starter winds it,
trigger gets it going. 15's"
long. 0511/905
PL AYsIotx
Build houses, forts, more-
using miniature logs of real











down to her long black
hair. Fully poseable-so
she's easy to dress.-
1108/52408
•
DUCKS UNLIMITED — Tom Rushing stands by a Ducks Unlimited display of items to be auctioned tonight at the
DU banquet. The banquet will be held at six p. m. at the Murray-Calloway County Country Club. Tickets are
available at the door, or from any DU member Staff Photo bv Dav id Hill
 1110111111b.. 
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'Chicken Coops' Battle Trucks In
Game; Odds Favor The Truckers
FRANKFORT; Ky. (AP) —
Maybe you've wondered why
the state's 15 "chicken coops:
aren't open when you whiz by
them on the highways.
You just picked the wrong
time of clay," said 0. B.
Arnold. "We're in business at
one spot about two hours, then
move on to another location.
We also have men patroling
the roads constantly." It gets
to be a game between the
truck drivers and the Bureau
of Vehicle Registration,
headed by Arnold.
"Most of the time we win,
even though the odds are
against us," Arnold continued.
Quebec Premier-Elect Reassures That Party
Doesn't Threaten Break-up Of Federation
MONTREAL (AP) —
Quebec's premier-elect ap-
peared today to be trying to
reassure those who think his
separatist party's capture of
the provincial government
threatens the breakup of the
Canadian federation.
Pierre Levesque, whose
Parti Quebecois won 69 of the
110 seats in the provincial
assembly Monday, said in a
broadcast interview that his
party's goal of independence
for French-speaking Quebec is
gaining support. But he said
independence would not be
possible without general
agreement.
-If we don't have this
consensus, we must respect
the fact that we don't have it,"
said Levesque. "There is no
possible ambiguity, it is a
commitment and we will stick
to it."
Levesque said during the
campaign and again at a news
conference Tuesday that he
plans to hold a referendum
within two years on in-
dependence. But though his
party ran first in the voting,
antiseparatis-t parties got 59
per cent of the vote.
Levesque said his first
priority was not independence
but to put Quebec's finances
and government ad-
ministration on a sound basis.—
The province's business
leaders took a relaxed view of
the PQ's win. Stocks of Quebec
companies went down on the
Toronto stock exchange, but
Past Masters of Murra4/ Lodge No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons were honored
Monday night during the regular meeting. Past Masters honored were, left to right,
front row, ha E. Douglass 1953, John H. Perkins 1963, Hollie A. Alderdice 1975, Jimmy D.
Bell 1972, second row, Charles B. Jackson 1969, Aubrey 0. Woods 1941, Ralph W.
Morris 1968, Robert H. kobbins 1938, Connie Dee Lamb 1970, Howard McNeely 1971,
and Otis Hatcher 1966. Past Master Norman A. Klapp was also present but not
available for the picture. Guest speaker was Rev. Henry McKenzie. Also attending was
District 4 Deputy Grand Master Max Weatherford. A supper was served following the
meeting. Open house will be held at the new Masonic Lodge building on the Cold-
water Road, Mayfield Highway 121, at the intersection.of Highway 1660, Johnny Rober-
tson Road, on Sunday, November 21, from two to five p.m. All members and their







Brand New Holiday Coordinates
Blazers Reg $35
Pants Reg S23








analysts said the selloff was
probably excessive and short-
lived. Montreal bankers said
there was no substantial flight
of capital.
Seagrams president Charles
Bronfman backtracked on his
threat to move his company
and his Montreal Expos
baseball team out of the
province. He said he had been
talking "in the heat of the
campaign."
Politicians in other
provinces were more con-
cerned.
Prime Minister Pierre
Elliott Trudeau said he would
not negotiate the secession Of
Quebec or any other province.
This government is
dedicated to an inseparable'
"There are about 300,000 large
trucks crisscrossing Kentucky
each year, and we have about
70 men to keep an eye on
them."
But, he added, in the 1975-76
fiscal year, the bureau in-
tercepted 23,606 trucks with
some sort of mechanical
defects. Only 93 passed in-
spection.
"These were just spot
checks," Arnold emphasized.
"We don't go over every truck
that rolls into a station. The
big companies are pretty
reliable, and you can tell at a
glance whether something is
wrong."
Some were caught by roving
inspectors, others at the
"chicken coops."
Where did the weigh
stations get that nickname?
"It's an old expression,"
Arnold explained. "In the
days before superhighways
the station was a little shack
beside the road. It looked like
a chicken coop."
Truckers warn each other
via CB radio when the stations
are open and, according to
Arnold, "some guys will stop
and have a cup of coffee,
trying to wait us out."
That could be a mistake
because cruisers may be
waiting down the road. The
inspectors are equipped with
portable scales and "we can
check them out on the spot."
Arnold said drivers are
required to have a "cab card"
issued by the state as well as
bills of lading and iden-
tification showing whether
they're working for a private
or common carrier.
"The department goes by
the Interstate Commerce
Commission regulations.
which are much e tougher,"
Arnold said. "We check for
everything."
One of the biggest
headaches, he said, are.
overweight trucks, par-
ticularly those carrying coal.
"We halt them and it's up to
the courts to do the rest.
Sometimes they are pretty
lenient."
In Johnson County last year
there were 313 citations for





Canada.. a Canada which is
indivisible," the Liberal
prime minister said. "We
have only one mandate. It is to
govern the whole country,
including Quebec."
Premier Frank Moores of
Newfoundland said he hoped
the federal government
wouldn't "try to buy off
Quebec. and pump in money
far out of proportion to what
other places get."
Premier Gerald Regan of
Nova Scotia said he was
confident the "vast majority" '
of Quebeckers are against
separation." But Saskat-
chewan Premier Alan
Blakeney said the election
outcome would give some
impetus to the separatist
movernent.
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY—ENDS SATURDAY
Nasal Spray















0 5 St. 753-8246
Call Ahead For Fast Pick Up








Regular or Mint Flavored





Rich earth tone stoneware inset has snug hum,
, glass cover Cooks all da for )u.st pennie,
Brings out the distinctive goodness of oi




Choice of Strawt)em Lenoir!.
'-}Talbal, Musk, Golden ,















for over In kin
15 oz. Bottle



















e Ftekular Super Hold
Koid I'nseented. I olor Treated t;lant
10 Can
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Campground Programs In LBL To Continue Through Thanksgiving
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
For the first time ever —
"I'VA's Land Between The
Lakes is continuing cam-
pground progranuning into






Marine Sergeant Ronnie L.
Boyd, 25, son of Mrs. Dorothy
M. Boyd of Route. 5, Murray,
Ky., participated' in a major
NATO maritime exercise:
"Team Work '76."
He served as a member of
Headquarters Squadron,
Marine Aircraft Control
Group 28 which is a com-
ponent of the 4th Marine
Amphibious Brigade.
He was one of 6,000 U. S.
Marines who joined with
British and Dutch Marines for
a major combined amphibious




involved more than 80,000
personnel, 200 surface ships,
30 submarines and 300 aircraft
from-nine NATO countries-and
France.
A former student of
Calloway County High School,
he joined the Marine Corps in
April 1969. Boyd's unit is







of Mrs. Mary E. Bell of
Riviera Trailer Courts,
Murray, Ky., has completed
the Basic Quartermaster




ships and are responsible for
planning, correcting and
maintaining the ship's course.
' During the four-week
course, he studied signaling,
meteorology and ocean
charts. Ramsey also learned
celestial navigation, ( the
plotting of the ship's position
by use of the sun and stars),
Morse code and radar
navigation.
A former student of
Calloway County High School,
Murray, he joined the Navy in
August 1974.
Sgt Joe D. Poole
Comrfletes School
WICHITA FALLS, Tex. —
Sergeant Joe D. Poole, whose
parents are Mr. and Mrs.
Allen Poole of Rt. 5, Murray,
Ky., has graduated from the
Air Training Command
Noncommissioned Officer
Leadership School at Shep-
pard AFB, Tex.
The sergeant, who was
trained in military
management and supervision,
is a civil engineering
mechanical electrical in-
structor at Sheppard.
Sergeant Poole, a 1971
graduate of Murray High
School, attended Murray State
University.
Creative Seminar
One To Be Held
Creative Seminar One will
be held Saturday, December
4, 1976. Creative Seminar One
is the first of an on going
series of training and
discussion sessions, with
topics of sound, lighting,
media, puppetry, and in-
strumentation on the agenda.
Creative Seminar One is co-
sponsored by Creative
Direction, Inc. and The New
Diwtion Ministries with
Gary N. duiln of Mayfield,
Kentucky acting as seminar
coordinator.
Creative Seminar One is
open to all church, and
educational orginizations
which work with youth. For
more information, call
Creative Direction in
Paducah, Kentucky at ( 502)
443-6000 or write Gary N.
Gunn, Seminar Coordinator;
Creative Seminar One; 400
Kentucky Avenue; Paducah, .
Kentucky 47.001.
L. Cottrell, supervisor of
Recreation Services for the
170-000-acre public outdoor
recreation area in western
Kentucky and Tennessee.
Because Land Between The
Lakes is an activity oriented
area, recreation programs are
planned each weekend for
campers; young and ...old.
Programs vary from, cam-
pground to campground and
week to week depending upon
the audience at hand and their
interests.
A St. Louis, Missouri, couple
described their interests in
campground prgramrning in
this way: "We have teenagers
that get involved in the special
events," the Herbert
Brownings explained. "We all
go to the movies, campfire
programs, and play volleyball
and horseshoes." The
Brownings have 'been cam-
ping in the area for the past
five years and have par-
ticipated in the programs each
year.
Programming during the




special sessions on bowhun-
ling. Ricky Lowe, Murray
State University, is the leader
of programming at • Hillman
Ferry Campground; Mike
Bell, a practicum student
from the University of Ten-
nessee at Martin, and
Brandon Hill, Southern Illinois
University, are assisting
Lowe. Steve Wright,
University of Tennessee at
Martin, is in charge of
programming at Piney
Campground.
Late autumn and early
winter camping is preferred
by many visitors to the area
because of the cooler weather
and choice of campsites:
Piney Campground, located
near U. S. Highway 79 in the
extreme southern portion of
Land Between The Lakes, now
boasts a new Bicentennial
Barn for square dances and
rainy-day programs, five
newly designed sites, five
miles of bike-hike trails, the
Song Bird Walk, a quarter-
mile trail that depicts wildlife
practices which can be
duplicated in backyards, and
a new fishing pier where
young and old alike can fish




pground, located near' the
canal in the northern portion
of the area, has 100 newly
designed sites, a new ball
field, shelter building, shuf-
fleboard courts, and a new
1,000-seat campfire theatre:'




Piney and Hillman Ferry
campgrounds are open year-
round. Both of these family
campgrounds have hot
showers, flush toilets, picnic
tables and grills, boat laun-
ching ramps and electricity.
Camping is on a first-come-
first-served basis.
For additional information
write or call TVA, Land




Sobscribors orbs bare sot
received their boeso•
delivered copy of Ibis
Murray lodger & Tinos by
5:30 p.m. blooday-Friday or
by 3:30 pm. ea Sadmisys
WI griped to WI 753-1016
brsturoon 5:30 p.m. and 6
Moodoy-Pridoy, or
3:30 p.m. sod 4 pr. Sew.
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FOR GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTING!!!
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Popular bronco suede coats


















Warm sweaters in pull-
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jeans have 1 1/2" waist-
band, snap flap trim or
curved side panels in












The newest tops tn as-
sorted sayings, styles,
stripes and colors. Cot-
ton, polyester and poly-
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Chatelain In
Army Exercise
Ft. Hood, Tex. — Army
Specialist Four Robert D.
Chatelain, whose wife, Joyce,
lives on Route 1, Hardin, Ky.,
is participating in a six-week
desert training exercise at Ft.
Irwin, Calif.
Some fifteen separate units
from Ft. Hood have joined
forces for this training which
includes survival and
maneuver techniques as well
as camouflaging and main-
tenance.
The exercise is part of an
overall Army plan to develop
troop expertise in an type of
terrain and environment.
Spec. Chatelain is regularly
assigned as a tank gunner in
the 2nd Armored Division at
Ft. Hood, Tex.
County Revenues Increased
By Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND, KY. —
Payments in lieu of taxes for
the fiscal year 1976 related to
TVA's Land Between The
Lakes totaled $397,038 TVA
announced today.
According to Dr. Frank R.
Holland, manager of the
170,000-acre recreation area in
west Kentucky and Ten-
nessee, it brings the
cumulative total of in-lieu-of-
ax payments to the three
counties in which Land Bet-
ween The Lakes is located to
over one million dollars since
the project began in 1964.
"Lyon County," Holland
said, "received $141,922 in lieu
of taxes attributable to Land
Between The Lakes for the
NOUSE
THURSDAY ONL. VI
UNBELIEVABLE PURCHASE! REG. $3.99 TO $5.99 Yd.
PR INTED "QIANA"
• 100% Nylon (liana Knits
• Brand New Fashion Prints
• Machine Washahly. Tumble llzy • -








1976 fiscal year ended last
June 30. This is over five times
the amount of former annual
county and school taxes of
$25,183 on those lands in that
county before acquisition by
TVA. The payment for Trigg
County attributable to Land
Between The Lakes came to
$142,574, a figure over four
times the former annual
county and school taxes of
$32,307. In Stewart County the
payment was 8112,542 as
opposed to the former county
taxes of $17,033 on the same
Land Between The Lakes land
when it was on the local tax
roll." Stewart County
received substantial increase
as the result of a revised
redistribution to the county by
the State of Tennessee.
In addition to the payments
related to Land Between The
Lakes, Lyon County received
$16,615 last fiscal year on
account of other types of TVA
property;. Trigg County
similarly got $29,516; while
Stewart County received
$12,934 in tax replacement for
TVA reservoir lin& and
power property. The. three
counties also receive sub-
stantial Federal funds for
impact school aid attributable
to the Land Between The
Lakes program.
The possible loss of tax
revenue had been of concern
to TVA and local officials
when the Land Between The
Lakes program began in 1964.
After study, TVA predicted
that the loss of property from
local tax rolls would be made
up through arrangements with
Kentucky and Tennessee state
officials involving
redistribution of payments in
lieu of taxes which the states
receive from TVA's electric
power program.
Dr. Holland explained that
TVA is not authorized to make
payments in lieu of taxes
directly to local governments
on account of Land Between
The Lakes property. Most of
the TVA payment, which is
based upon power revenues,
goes to the state governments
which, in turn, redistribute
substantial shares of the
payments to the respective
counties.
"In addition to receiving in-
lieu-of-tax payments,"
Holland said, "the three
counties have been relieved of
public service responsibilities
and any need for direct local
government expenditures
within the Land Between The
Lakes area, thus allowing
these moneys to be used on





Marine Corporal Robert D.
Yeager, son of Mr. and Mrs.
John L. Finley of Route 6,
Murray, Ky., participated in a
major NATO maritime
exercise: "Team 1Wit
He served as. a ?timber of
the 2nd Marine Division which
is a component of the 4th
Marine Amphibious Brigade.
He was one of 6,000 U. S.
Marines who joined with
British and Dutch Marines for
a major combined amphibious




involved more than 80,000
personnel, 200 surface ships,
30 submarines and 300 aircraft
from nine NATO countries and
France.
He joined the Marine Corps
in November 1971. Yeager's


















• Front mount push-to-him
controls for safety • Removable
oven door for easier ekoning
• Compact 30'' size —buitt-in or




Roper 30- Gas or Electric Itang•.
Both haver • Cook reminder clock • Timer
• Florentine pattern black gloss window
• Roll-out storage drawer. Gas V 7711 A
Electric 6, 756
USE OTASCO CREDIT!
Handy ond compact. Has 15 minute
timer with automatic shut-off and chime
7.5 amp, 450 watt. 269
O'Ksief• & Merritt Microwave Oven
USE • Two timers • Automatic Ocifrost Button
A





Hall lantern with decorated
clear glass. Antique brass
finish. 73/4" sq Ht. 15',2" L




Gaslight Chandelier in antique
brass and dark walnut finishes
with fluted white glass. Dia




Six-light chandelier in Spanish
bronze and polished lead
crystal styling Crystal glass
bobeches Dia 21 - Ht. 14" L




Ceiling style with ftiPrl design
on frosted glass Aritiq brass
to tmish. Knockout for switch.
'Dia 8". Ht 41/2". Up to 1-60W
Was $10.50
NOW $3.39
Stop in today and•trowse at
the "Bright Idea" -Headquarters
of Murray. Every style on
display. Our consultants are
trained to advise you on
your every need.
FIRST NAME FOR LIGHTING
SL-8245
Chain hung chandelier Metal
shade Antique brass finish








finishes Clear Hurricane glass
shades Dia 25". Ht 14". L.




Gilt black finish wall styling in
die-cast aluminum Amber
seeded glass, 7" sq. Ht. 16"
Ext 8" Up to1-100W.
Was $36.75
NOW $15.94
LIMITED QUANTITIES-ACT NOW-FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED
V
wi win! win!
Come in during Our Grand Opening




Burnished antique brass finish
al
Dia 261 HI 18"
yon need not be present to win (no purchase necessary)
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Can Viruses Cause
I One of the most interesting
developments in diabetes
reserach this past year is the
possihility that certain virus
infections rim* play a role in
cauAing diabe es in suscep-
tible individuals. The word
"susceptible" is important in
the concept and will be
discussed later in this series. ,
While the evidence for a
causal relation between
" viruses and diabetes is still
largely circumstantial, it is
nevertheless intriguing and
very suggestive. This is the
first in a series of four articles
on current research into the
causes of diabetes, now the
nation's third leading cause of
death.)
For a number of years
scattered reports have ap-
peared in medical literature
describing "cluster diabetes,"
that is, diabetes occurring in
groups of children in the same
classroom or neighborhood at
the same time. It is tempting
to label these as "mini-
epidemics" with the inference
that there is some agent
responsible which is ,both
infectious and contagious. The
reported seasonal variation in
the incidence of diabet s in
children also suggesta
communicable agent.
More recently, an increased
incidence of juvenile diabetes
has been reported following-
outbreaks of certain influenza-
like illnesses in several
communities throughout the
country. In these cases, the
virus is usually the "Cox-
sackie B," a common cause of
"flu." Certainly everyone
infected with it does not
become diabetic. Why some
children seem to do so brings
up the question of "suscep-
tibility."
*Another bit of suggestive
evidence, and even stronger
connection between viruses
and diabetes, is the isolation
and identification of- the
mumps virus from certain
children with juvenile
diabetes long after the acute
viral illness has passed. We all
know the mumps virus can
cause acute inflammation of
the parotid glands - that
typical, painful swelling at the
angle of the jaw. The virus
may sometimes involve the
pancreas as well, causing
acute pancreatitis which
resolves without residual
damage. But the new idea now
is the possibility of chronic
infection with the mumps
s virus and that such chronic
infection may somehow

























inflammation of the parotid
glands - that typical, painful
swelling at the angle of the
jaw. The virus may
sometimes involve the pan-
creas as well, causing acute
pancreatitis which resolves
without residual damage. But
the new idea now is the
possibility of chronic infection
with the mumps virus and that
such chronic infection may
shoehow eventually produce
diabetes in the susceptible
child.
Just as with humans there is
circumstantial evidence in
laboratory animals for a
possible role of viruses
causing diabetes. One in-
vestigator has a colony of
guinea pigs with "spon-
taneous" diabetes. If a
foreign, non-diabetic guinea
pig is introduced into this
colony, the new animal
becomes diabetic within a few
weeks. Again, the implication
is that this particular type of
diabetes is the result of a
contagious agent, probably
viral in nature, but so far,
efforts to isolate such a virus
from the diabetic guinea pig
have been unsuccessful. The
same researcher also notes
that, whatever the cause of
this diabetes, it is not ac-
companied _ by obvious
microscopic damage . to the
insulin-making beta cells of
the pancreas.
The strongest experimental
evidence to date comes from
work with chickens and mice.





Disabled veterans are entitled
to only one free registration
certificate and two license
plates, aCcording to an opinion
from the Office of the Attorney
General.
The opinion, written by Carl
Miller, assistant attorney
general, was in answer to a
letter from Bruce Simpson,
legislative analyst for the
Interim -Joint Committee on
Health and Welfare.
Simpson had asked whether
a disabled veteran could
purchase a second certificate
of registration and a second
set of "Handicapped Veteran"
license plates.
Miller said that the privilege
was confined to cars provided
by the Veterans' ad-
ministration and owned by
handicapped veterans. Since
veterans are only given one
vehicle, they should only be




LEXINGTON, Ky. — A
documentary that explores
man's first attempts to reach
the skies, will be televised
Saturlay, Nov. 20 at 8 p.m. CT
and again Sunday, Nov. 21 at 4




Adventure" looks at the free-
floating balloons, dirigibles,
and huge Zeppelins of the
early 1900's and the possible
use of these same vehicles
today.
The exciting span of airship
history started in 1900, but
Graf von Zeppelin's invention
of the Zeppelin brought the
dirigibles to their height and
their death. When the airship
von Hindenburg exploded in
flames May 6, 1937, the airship
era ended.
Newsreel footage of the day
tells the story of the Zeppelins
in War
and bizaare polar expeditions,






Sunday, Nov. 21 2:00 P.M.
$5.00 Per Couple
Door Prizes




Diabetes? Holiday Shopping On KET 'Call-In'
isolated from chickens. This
virus causes inflammation of
the brain and its coverings in
infected chickens. When this
virus is injected into mice,
most of them develop severe
diabetes within a few months
and die in ketoacidosis. In
contrast to the guinea pig,
these animals do have
microscopic damage to the
pancreatic beta cells. The
virus is called -en-
cephalomyocarditis" or
"EMC" for short, and it is one
of the family of RNA-viruses
being extensively studied in
this country and abroad.
CHINESE ACROBATS
NEW YORK (AP) — The
Chinese Acrobtats of Taiwan are
tour* through 48 cities in the
United States and Canada
through Dec. 19.
The 65 member company
made its debut tour in 1975.
LEXINGTON, Ky. — Good
shopping practices during the
holiday season can save





Nov. 29 at 8 p.m. CT.
"Call-In" host Bob Shy and
guests from the University of
Kentucky: Mary Langen-
biutiner, an instructor in child
development; Bob Sharp, a
teaching assistant in .family
economics; and, Martha Nall,
a program specialist with the
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice, will be on hand to answer
viewers' questions.
Topics will be shopping for
toys (safety features, price,
age levels?, using credit
i interest rates, Christmas
clubs, savings vs. credit
buying), and general shopping
management (mail order




a public affairs program
produced by KET and
designed to cover topics of
current interest in Kentucky.
To facilitate viewer par-
ticipation, a telephone bank is
in operation during the hour-
long show. Toll calls are ac-
cepted.
GORILLA REMEMBERED
KANSAS CITY, Mo. ( AP) —
The body of "Big Man," a 20-
year-old male gorilla who died
of a heart valve infection at the
Kansas City Zoo recently has
been donated to the Kansas
City Museum of History and
Science.
It will be mounted for exhibi-
tion.
A spokeswoman for the zoo
said some 600,000 people saw
Big Mari each year. She said
Big Man was "a very hand-
some gorilla, very much a gen-
tleman gorilla. He always ob-
served gorilla manners and
was polite about food."
Big Man was caught as an in-
fant in West Africa. He was do-
nated to the zoo in 1958.
Albert Newt Holland, left, postmaster at Newburg, on Blood River in Calloway
County, is shown here with his wife, Amanda, daughter, now Mrs. Opal Brooks Holsap-
ple of Los Angeles, Calif., daughter, now Mrs. Mavis Miller Ludwick of St Louis, Mo.,
Lloyd McDaniel and his wife, Sadie Holland McDaniel, and another daughter, Maude
Holland Adams, the latter three all deceased. This picture, now the property of
Holland Keys Miller of St. Louis, Mo., son of Mrs. Ludwick, was taken in the early part of
1900 at the Holland Home. Holland brought crossties for the Moss Tie Company at
Eggner's Ferry bridge while operating the postoffice at Newburg.
7-yet.;'f)fo '7okip69,e}o 'Ir49-„Ro
drket414 birmittire4
414 N. Market St. Phone 642-6996
• THANKSGIVING TURKEY
with Every $200N Purchase or Over
Market 414 has the largest Selection of
• Famous Brand Names
Within 100 Miles!
Pennsylvania House — Broyhill — Kroehler — Lane
Bassett — American of Martinsville — Keller — Lea
Liberty...— Singer — Pilliod — De Sota —
Davis Company — Douglas Dinnette — North Bay —
Kemp — Berkline — Whirlpool — Tappan —
Peter Remington — Mersman —
Kelvinator Appliances — Quasar Television Sets
1 IF YOU HAVEN'T BEEN IN OUR STORE WE DARE YOU TO COME
35,000 Sq. Feet of Fine Furniture
'FREE LAY-AWAY NOW FOR CHRISTMAS
'4 1)1,1-ti)
arket 414
-The store with Lote Orerliewl — invotie 58". - Mick-
TERRY AND/GERALDINE SYKES, MGRS.
FREE DELIVERY — FINANCING ARRANGED — LAY-A-WAY








• being checked for proper registration.
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Demortistrations by guest speakers help to enhance education. The use of a potters wheel by a Murray State_
University student OM the attention of several art students.
TEACHER OF THE YEAR—Mrs. Lula Belle Hodges was
recently named "Teacher of the Year" for the Murray
School System. Mrs. Hodges has been a part of the local
system for 21 years and presently teaches fifth grade at
Murray Middle School. She holds membership in a num-
ber of professional and civic organizations. Included
among her numerous activities have been service as
president of the Association oi Childhood Education
, and the advisory board of the First District Classroom
Teachers' Association.
A variety of teaching techniques are utilized in the CIASSrOPT. This progr.apcts
of tape recordings made by parents and other volunteers tb be used with tex oo s.
A mock election planned by a social studies class' is one of a number of activities
used by teachers to stimulate students' interest in specific subjects. Here, voters are
American Education Week
Being Observed Here
In recognition of American
Education Week this week,
representatives of the Murray
School System have an-
nounced an opportunity for all
parents and other interested
cittzens- to demonstrate their
concern for what-happens in
their public schools.
American Education Week,
"bseived annually since 1921,
seeks to encourage local
citizen' support and active
participation in the im-
provement of education. This
year, the program will stress
4earning more about the
schools as a basis for active




Michael Garland and Suzanne Pittman, seventh grade students at Murray
Middle School, are given help in publicizing American Education Week by
Jim Harrell, P.E. and history teacher at the school.
The nationwide event is
sponsored by the National
Education Association, the
American Legion, the
National Congress of Parents
and Teachers, and the U. S.
Office of Education., .
Kentucky Governor Julian
Carroll, at KEA's request, is
issuing an AEW proclamation,
to the effect that -the schools
represent the best efforts of
the community, the state and
the nation to improve the
quality of life.' He also noted
that "defining the schools'
goals and evaluating their
results are the responsibilities
of an informed and involved
citizenry" and that "there is a




educators and the com-
munity."
In addition to newspaper
coverage. the .• Murray
Bducation Association will
also present a series of radio
broadcasts each. morning this
week in an efforrt to increase
awareness and com-
munication between the
commuility and the schools:
The programs can be heard at
7:15 a. in. over the local radio
station.
Field trips are a valuable as well as enjoyable part of the students'
educational everience. They are carefully planned to correlate with
classroom-activities.
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PA(
Motorists On Lookout
For' Tipsy Farm Animals
VERSAILLES, Ind. (AP) -
Ever seen a hiccuping horse
with a hangover? Or a boozed-
up bull?
Motorists driving near this
rural southeastern Indiana
community best be on the
lookout for tipsy farm animals
today.
A transport truck carrying
40,000 pounds of 188 proof
alcohol overturned on U.S. 50
near here Tuesday, spilling
the highpowered contents into
a creek that cuts through
miles of farm land on itS way
to the Ohio River.
Trooper Lyman Conley said
he didn't think the alcohol
would cause any damage.
Truck driver Michael
Worstell, 32, of Louisville, Ky.
was listed in good condition'
after suffering minor injuries.
Crossword Puzzler
ACROSS 5 Separate
1Weak en 6 Retreat
4 Eo.al,ty 7 Pronoun '
8 Pioof reader s
mark







i 8 Rant 23 Slumber
20 Inlet 24 kleason
21 Slippery 75 Crafty
22 Confine 26 Ttny
25 Inflate 28 Meddler
27 Guido s h,gh 29 Macaw 40 Fruit of the 46 Kind of
note 30 A state pine (pi I cheese
28 E vil - tabbr I 41 Command to 47 Observes
31 Abate 32 Water wheel cat 49 Confederate
33 Ssacal 34 Baked clay 42 Learning
37 Marriageable 43 Hebrew
35 Alf Irmative 39 Clans measure
Answer to Tuesday s Puzzle
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requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
LY SO, PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND 'NOTIFY US PROM-
















Poison Control . 753-7588
Senior Citizens . 753-0929
Needlioe  753-NEED





SHE ALSO 00E5Ni-T. LUANT HER
517EiAL.K5 SHOVELED. OR HER
TRASH ESURNEUR HER CAR
LOAXEC) OR HER KITCHEN
FLOOR 5CRtJt38E2!










vertising 7 53-19 19.
Classified Display,
Classified, Circulati-
on and the Business
Office may be













submitted by 3 p. m.
the day before
publication.
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Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,






Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.





Jones farm) South of
Shilo is now posted. No
hunting will be per-




























WE CAN MAKE COPIES
of your color portrait in.
any sizes you wish. Very
halt .cost to you. Art-













Call 753-0757 for ap-
pointment.
5 Lost And Found
LOST - BLACK HUSKY
with white chest, white
paws, white tip on tail.
Female. about 1 year
old. Answers to name
Iris. Lost near Plain-





for taking down tree
neat church. Call 753-
0835,753-4364
6 Help Wanted
IF YOU ARE 18 or older,
have at least a high
school education, and
would love to become a
tanker, you might make
our team. For in-
formation call Mike
Mitchell 753-7753 8:00 a.





Apply in person. No
phone calls. Main Street
Texaco, 15th and Main.
HELP WANTED. Lynn
Grove Egg. Co. Per
manent position. Prefer
Male. Apply in person
only.
BABY SITTING in my
home with own tran-








in both child care and









forms, etc. Can read


















14 Want To But
GOOD USED electric. "
typewriter. Call 762-2796
days, 753-9339 eyenings.
WANT TO BUY one acre
on-less of land. Phone
437-4221, -
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
OLD COMIC BOOKS.
Marvel and DC only.






Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15 Articles for Sale
SALE - WOOD
HEATERS, brick lined,







$1.00 per pound. Wallace
Stained Glass. Mayfield
Highway. Call 489-2613.
SALE - Chain Saw
chains, as" or 404 pitch
enough for 12" bar,
$8.95. 16" bar, $9.95. 20"
bar, $10.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tenn.
ANTIQUE cherry desk or
table, brass claw feet,
rope spiral legs. Nice.
Call 489-2613.
FOR RESULTS
1 5 At c sale
ANTIQUE BED, full size
solid walnut. 1968
Mustang V-8 automatic,
great condition. Call 753-
6648.






beleized and solid colors
can be installed by
amateur. Murray




chest. Kitchen table and















BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-








top. Like new. $135. Call
435-4318.
AUTOMATIC washing
machine, 18 lb., 6 years






washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet




and service. Call Tony ,
Montgomery, 753-6360,
day or night. -
KIRBY VACUUM Sales
and Service, 500 Maple






diesel. Looks good, runs
good and is good. Asking
$4300.00. Call 901-642-
4798.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing




equipment is on sale as
never before. White
Motor Co. will pay you





September 1, 1977, tax
investment credit, early
depreciation. White
cash rebates all add up
to-save you as much as
$16,000. For your best
combine, tractor or
planter deal see A & I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 West, in Paris, Tenn.








25% discourg on grain
bins. Free interest on




NEW FORD tractors and
equipment are on sale
now at A & I Ford
Supply in Paris. Parts
and service for your
present Ford equip-
ment. We're out to save
you money so get our
prices before you buy or
trade. Highway 54 West.
Call 642-8544.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two





18 h. p. Evinrude motor.
$500. Call 492-8345.
17 FT. CRIJMAN white '
Water canoe. Good
shape. $200. Call after 5,
753-7135.
14' ALUMINUM Starcraft
fishing boat with trailer
and 18 h. p. Evinrude
motor. Call 753-1698











PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or school
age persons Oahe-
lessona. I've a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree _frOm Murray
Stae. -University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the
past 10 years. I'm very
qualified. References
available. Call 753-0296.
NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale. -







NOW is one tithe best times to
spray under and around your
home, bugs, spiders, all kinds of
insects and pests are bolting for
a place to hibernate-under your
home Its warm, they are out of
















One was $109.00 Now $590'
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22 Mus.tal
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across
















HAVE YOUR 8 x 10 color
portrait quickly copied.
Any size, any quantity.
Super discount prices.








SALE - TIMEX wat-









made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
JERRY AND B lost
their jobs,,and now have
lost s4eieo. Take up
mmfthly payment of
$14.44 a month on
their beautiful
Magnovox stereo. J and
B Music, 753-7575.
31EA.4%,. M 30 IE lrall




HIGH GAIN 23 channel.
Gutter mount antenna.
$85. Call 753-2813.
WILL SELL OR TRADE
cabinet stereo with tape
player and radio. For
good used piano, good
condition. Call 436-2516.
NEW HIGH GAIN CB still
in -case. $95. Call 753-
4445.
21 MobOe Home Sdle.s
24 x 52. DOUBLE wide.
Three bedroom, 2 full
baths. Fully carpeted.
Underpinned. Unfur-
nished, except for stove
and refrigerator. Call
753-0519.
1973 ATLANTIC 12 x 65
like new. Three




mobile 12 x 60, un-
furnished. Call 753-8695
or 753-8108.
29 Moblle Home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer,
small deposit. Call 437-
4484.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.




CoqtrOL 100 South 13th.











*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
WALLIS DRUG
BOOKKEEPER WANTED
Experienced bookkeeper needed to keep full
set of double-entry books. Will be required to
keep accounts receivable and accounts payable
journals, prepare payroll, profit and 'toss
statements and monthly balance sheets. Federal
tax reports must also be prepared on schedule.
The person we seek must have a knowledge of
bookkeeping and past experience in a business
office would be helpful. Assistance in training
will be provided.
Resumes, giving marital status, past ex-
perience, education and references, should be
mailed in care of P.e410. Box 32-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071. The employer will contact applicants







S425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Ono weed Isle mid 21
bisildings, rerievs sizes in stock at old prices. Rey the best
i" 6" CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-0964
AVON















31) fir t,n' Of Lir
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south, side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
7533.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
37 Liioerocii Supplies




From 6 to 21 months old.
Also cows and calves.
Bred and open heifers.
Phone 901-247-5487.
FOR SALE - five
registered polled
Hereford bulls. Two
years old. See Hewlett






















puppy and one 4 year old













from golf course. Friday
and Saturday, 8 to 5.
YARD AND PORCH sale.
503 Vine. Wednesday
and Thursday, 8 till?
RUMMAGE SALE.
Located behind Mack
and Mack in Aurora.







and clothing, clothing of
all sizes. Will be can-
celled in case of rain.
YARD SALE, Saturday,





93 ACRE FARM lcated in
southwest part of county
with a new two bedroom
home. About 30-35 acres
of cropland, 25 acres of
timber and some land
that could be prepared
and put into cropland.
FartTi could-also be used




Main St., 753-7531 or call
Brice Ratterree, 753-
5921.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,






'THE./.1 N 11-1E CLOSING HOURS .!:)
"THE cAMPAIGN, RALPH DECIDED,"
13 Real Estdte
SHOP Z2'x44' on 1 acre lot






you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a cal
753-1222, or sir)! our
convenient located
office at Main. We at
Kpp d Realty want





well, 2 acres very fertile
pasture and garden
land, flock of laying
hens included. Near
Land Between the
Lakes. Eight miles from
Paris Landing. Price
$17,500, $3,000.00 down.
J. H. Austin, Southland






A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Coldwater.
House is on a large lot.
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes but also
possibly for a business.
The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, 753-0101 or




thwest of Murray on one
acre lot. This home is
modern brick ranch
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,
central heat and air, and
outside new block
storage building. Priced
very reasonably in mid
20's. Phone Koppenid
Realty, 753-1222 today
for an appointment to
see this fine home.
RETIRING? Then check
out this neat and clean 3




centers. Call 753-8080 or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
FOR ALL YOUR in-
surance or real estate
needs. Call Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, 753-3263. Across ,
from Post Office.
ROBERTS REALTY -
your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.




Oseii 25- Color TV 150"
Used B W 23' IV • 99"
19- Color Portable 1V reP0,,,,,k .92"
Gibson Guitar 5345 $100e
J B Music - MAGNAVOX-





throtl: , IUL. Full
, car ed, central heat
air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is




46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER, 7 rooms and
batk Wtih dry basement
and carport. Large lot
and good location. Call
753-1961.
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
--garage, brick and rock
exterior on 51 4 acres
with 600' Highway
frontage). 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
P-2 bath, full basement
with kitch n, gas central
heat and air, 40' x 60'
body ship Price $60,000.
Call 753-.5.618.
THREE BEDROOM
ranch s'. It' home. Three
miles fri in city limits,
central heat, carpet
throt , large den
with f :replace. Land-
scapedoth outbuilding.
Immediate possession
first good offer. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4823.
REDUCED to $28,500.





brick home with 5 acres
under fence. One metal
barn, one 16 x 40 block
building. Located 4th





1976 In YZ, $800. 1976 125
Yamaha Enduro, 100
miles, $550. Will hold
until Christmas with
down payment. Call 753-
7728.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1975 P9P UP top V.W.
van. 25 m.p.g. Super
sharp. Call 901-642-8371.
1973 P,l'ICK Century.
Radio. runs and looks
excellent. Power







beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 HURST Oldsmobile,
Limited Indy 500 Pace





Best offer. Call after 5p.
m.753-1493.





good shape. Call 753-4174
,after 4:00.
1972 LIL' HUSTLER
pickup, mag wheels, air
condition, topper. Call
436-2174.
1973 CJ-5 Renegade jeep.
V-8. Mag type chro
wheels. Remingto ide
grooved tires.A:l. $3650.
Call between 10 a. m.
and 1.0-0. m. 436-2590.
2 baths. Extra large , 1. Ste-veal-- - WET BASEMENT7 We 
Alexander at 753-1959. or
L. W. Lyons 474-2264.
1 Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











and interior, new and
old work, with years of
back experience, free
es 1111a es. Call 437-4534.
UPHOLTEritING
custo and specializing









WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and









copied at very low cost







Call 753-4124, South 4th
Street, next to Drive-In
Theatre.
WILL BABYSIT, 50 cents
an hour or $20.00 a week,
day or night. Call 753-
6189.
WOULD LIKE to do
babysitting in my home





Call Ralph Worley, 753-
0708.
K AND H REPAIR.
Phone 753-3323. Mower,
chainsaws and,, ap-
pliances - also-buy and
sell. Saws sharpened.
57 chevrolet picitup,
good condition. Call 753-
3622.
1968 CHEVY PICKUP.
Straight shift with over
drive. Power steering
and power brakes. V-8.
$875. Call 753-2290.
1971 PLYMOUTH Fury
III, 4 new tires, extra
nice. White with blue
vinyl roof., and blue
interior. $1095. Call 753-
9660, after 5,753-8965.
1973 CADILLAO Fleet-






a muffler. Call 436-2634.
JEEP 1969 CJ5, 4 wheel
drive. Good condition.
$1,650. Call 753-5532.
. 1966 MUSTANG. New
vinyl roof. Good tires.
$600. Call 489-2385.
1971 DODGE POLARA
Custom. Very nice car.,
Asking $1,075. This week
only. Call 436-2658.
1970 TORINO, , new tires,
excellent body and in-
terior. Priced'
reasonable. Call 753-8554
after 5 p. m. •




luggage rack. 304. cubic


















clean rugs of all kinds.








1963 FORD customized vinyl siding, aluminum
van, rnag wheels, 8 or vinyl awnings.
track stereo. Must see to 4Iurninum Service Co.,
appre( tale. Cad 492- (11 492-8647.
8441
1970 PoNTIAC LEMANS.
All power and air.
Excellent running
condFuln. $900. Call 753-
8216.
1976 14 ilITE Trans Am,
blue 17, erior, air, tape,
and ilL _wheel. Low
Extra nice.
Phone 753-5373.
1972 CADILLAC Sedan De
viliZt Excellent con-
d i , 1,,n. Excellent tires.
$2995 I.a11253-4445.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing





doors, paver tile and














of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water




for storm windows and
doors. Window glass,
mirrors, and auto glass







PAINTING AND struction Co., Route 2,
.paperhanging by the Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
hour or job. Free 42001. Phone day or
estimate. Call 753-8343. - night 442-7026.
BABYSITTING IN MY
home, preferably from
7-5 during day. Call 753-
9514.
.WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage 
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
pin. Afternoons call
5:30 p.m. to 9 P.m.
Auction Sale
every Friday night, 641 Auction House, Paris, Tenn.
This week load of good merchandise from St.
Louis. Walnut and oak furniture, some with mar-





30.00 to 100.00. Depen-




ficient service. NO job






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for-




bank gravel., Call 436-
2306.
NEED TREES cut or
firewood. Call 753-4707.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilLing.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
' FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
fences. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO insicle or out-
























Murray Home & Auto
Chesteirt Street
HELP WANTED
1. Person who is proficient on adding
machine/calculator and desires that type
work.
2. Person who is proficient with and
desires to work with computer print outs
and perform other office duties.
3. Person who is proficient in math and/or
statistics, and/or operations analysis who








Once again it's time to shop for Christmas Stereos (car and home
units). When shopping for this type merchandise he sure to ask if
they have an in store service department.
-Wp S.Prvie What We Sell-
TV SERVICE CENTER
Central Shopping Center 753,5865
•.
ts,'?































































































. Popular control with night
light


















































PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED































• 2 Tycopro Racing Cars
• 2 Racing Controllers
• 8' of Track
'9 Electric Power Pack
woo SANTA FE
FREIGHT
HO SCALE ELECTRIC TRAIN SET
• Lighted F-9 Diesel Loco
• 3 Freight Cars • 36 Circle of Track
• Power Pack with Forward &Reverse


























































$1 5 3 -
LOVING
CARE
HAIR
COLOR
! fkr 
CHOICE
OF COLORS
61$1
62
1,S*kf0.
A 
320Z 
854 CANS
LIMIT 6
NE0—
MULL—
SOY
INFANT FORMULA
Soy Protein
Isolate
Formula
